We’ve aligned our materials to the new K-6 common core standards—so you don’t have to!
Introduction

In an effort to assist educators & administrators alike, we have filled this catalog with a targeted selection of materials aligned to the new Common Core State Standards for K-6 English Language Arts.

In accordance with the National Governors Association and the Council of Chief State School Officers, each item was selected for its educational value in teaching specific skills and concepts in the short term—as well as its ability to promote college and career readiness in the long term.

To view the complete Common Core State Standards, visit www.corestandards.org.

Leveled by grade... choose grades 1-2, 3-4 or 5-6!

Each title includes:

- 80 reading comprehension questions
- Team-style game play
- Student assessments
- List of targeted standards

Works on interactive whiteboards & computers!

Mac/PC compatible.
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LakeshoreLearning.com

Lakeshore Safety Key

Some items in this catalog have important safety notices. To find them, just look for the number keys below, which are located with the product descriptions.

1 △ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

2 △ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — This toy is or contains a small ball. Not for children under 3 yrs.

3 △ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — This toy is or contains a marble. Not for children under 3 yrs.

Current pricing in effect until January 2012. If ordering after this date, please contact us at (800) 421-5354.
Key Ideas and Details
(Comprehension Skills, Main Idea/Details)

**R.CCR.1–R.CCR.10**

**JJ728 • STORY WANDS**
What better way to get children excited about reading...than with squeezably soft story wands they will love to use! The safe, wipe-clean vinyl wands feature simple questions that explore plot, character, setting and more. Just pass them out at storytime to get children thinking about story elements...and building comprehension skills as they go! Set of 8 wands; each measures 10”.

**Grade Level** K 1 2 3

**24.95**

**FF424 • READING COMPREHENSION ACTIVITY STATION**

Students build essential reading comprehension skills—with a fun-filled activity station that lets them work at their own pace! Our station features 4 different activities, all designed for up to 4 children to work at once—with 4 sets of hands-on materials, plus a double-sided, tent-based flip book. Just set out the materials, introduce the activity...then students follow the step-by-step instructions to identify main ideas, supporting details, nonfiction text features and more! Includes answer cards and an activity guide with reproducibles.

**49.95**
Reading Standards for Literature & Informational Text

**R.CCR.1–R.CCR.10**

**Key Ideas and Details** (Comprehension Skills, Main Idea/Details)

---

**BUILDING COMPREHENSION SKILLS ACTIVITY FOLDERS**

As students complete our activity folders, they get the focused practice they need to master essential comprehension skills! Each grade-appropriate set has 16 activity folders—including 4 different folders for each of the 4 comprehension skills covered—from sequencing events to reading for details. Inside each folder, students find a leveled reading passage and a built-in pocket with 5-8 activity cards. Children simply select a folder...read the passage...then follow the step-by-step instructions to complete the included activity—identifying the main idea, matching up cause & effect, and more! The 8 ¾” x 9 ½” tabbed folders come in a sturdy storage box that lets you see each topic at a glance.

**Grade Level**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>FF871</th>
<th>FF872</th>
<th>FF873</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grade 1</td>
<td>Set of 16 activity folders.</td>
<td>39.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade 2</td>
<td>Set of 16 activity folders.</td>
<td>39.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade 3</td>
<td>Set of 16 activity folders.</td>
<td>39.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**FICTION & NONFICTION COMPREHENSION KITS - COMPLETE SET**

Boost comprehension skills...with high-interest activities that encourage students to draw conclusions, find the main idea, identify cause & effect, and more! Each ready-to-use kit includes 2 fiction & 2 nonfiction books, plus 4 hands-on activities that directly correspond to each text. Students simply read one of the level-appropriate books, then test their comprehension as they put sequencing cards in the correct story order, use fun flipboards to match the main idea with supporting details & more. Plus, each activity is self-checking, so students can work independently...and build reading comprehension skills at their own pace! All 5 kits. 129.00

Each kit includes 2 fiction & 2 nonfiction books, plus comprehension activities.

**Grade Level**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FF790X</th>
<th>FF792</th>
<th>FF793</th>
<th>FF794</th>
<th>FF795</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Fiction & Nonfiction Comprehension Activities Interactive CD-ROMs - Complete Set | | | | | 69.95

Downloadable versions also available online!
Visit lakeshorelearning.com.

---

*For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “Safety Key,” see the table of contents.*

---

For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “Safety Key,” see the table of contents.
Reading Standards for Literature & Informational Text

Key Ideas and Details
(Comprehension Skills, Main Idea/Details)

Shown: HH661 Main Idea

Each pack includes a CD that guides children through each activity!

Grade Level 1 2

HH660X • BUILDING COMPREHENSION LISTENING CENTER SKILL PACKS - COMPLETE SET

Our easy-to-use learning packs provide focused practice with 6 key comprehension skills…with self-guided activities students can complete on their own! Just pop in a CD, then children use the write & wipe cards we’ve included to identify fact & opinion, make inferences and more. Students can even check their own work as they go! Each pack includes a CD and enough materials for 4 students to complete 4 different activities. All 6 packs...

139.00

Each skill pack is also available separately.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skill Pack</th>
<th>Grade Level</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HH661 Main Idea</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HH662 Comparing</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HH663 Sequencing</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HH664 Fact/Opinion</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HH665 Making Inferences</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HH666 Vocabulary</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>24.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LC5326 • Storage Rack

Sturdy metal storage rack measures 17" high.

19.95

DD105 • Write & Wipe Markers

Set includes 4 black, dry-erase markers.

3.99

Grade Level 2 3

DD911 • READING COMPREHENSION
INSTANT LEARNING GAMES - GR. 2-3

Students match up cause & effect, predict outcomes, race to identify main ideas and more—with fun-to-play games that provide plenty of involving, hands-on practice! Each game targets a specific comprehension skill and includes enough materials for up to 4 players at once…plus a super-simple format that students can easily pick up and play on their own. Set of all 8 games, in a 13" display box.

149.00

Each game is also available separately.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Game</th>
<th>Grade Level</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DD912 Flip &amp; Match Cause &amp; Effect Game</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DD913 Four-in-A-Row Fact or Opinion Game</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DD914 Mystery of the Big Foot Trail! Inferencing Game</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DD915 Make the Goal Predicting Outcomes Game</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DD916 Read &amp; Roll Story Elements Game</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DD917 Comic Connection Sequencing Game</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DD918 Who? What? When? Where? Reading for Details Game</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DD919 Tricky Tracks Main Idea Game</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>19.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Shown: DD918 Reading for Details Game

Order by phone (800) 778-4456 • Order by fax (800) 537-5403 • Order online www.lakeshorelearning.com
PLINKO GAMES FOR NONFICTION COMPREHENSION

Our action-packed games build nonfiction comprehension...in a fun game-show format! Children watch their chips bounce down the giant game board—then answer comprehension questions in 4 skill-building categories. As they play, students practice identifying the main idea, analyzing cause & effect, interpreting diagrams and more—and collect a game piece for each correct answer! Each level-appropriate game includes 80 question cards in a compartmentalized storage tray, plus 4 plastic chips & 40 game pieces. The freestanding game boards measure 14” x 18½”.

FF781 • Gr. 1-2 (Shown.) 49.95
FF782 • Gr. 3-4 49.95
FF783 • Gr. 5-6 49.95
Nonfiction Plinko Interactive CD-ROMs
HH831 • Gr. 1-2 19.95
HH832 • Gr. 3-4 19.95
HH833 • Gr. 5-6 19.95

Downloadable versions available online! Visit lakeshorelearning.com.

Each game includes 80 question cards in 4 comprehension-building categories!

GG810X • COMPREHENSION CONCEPTS TEACHING CENTERS - COMPLETE SET  Our ready-to-use teaching centers have all the tools you need to reinforce 8 key reading skills...with enough materials for up to 4 students at once! Each center has a delightful book specially selected to model a specific comprehension skill, plus a high-interest activity that puts each concept into action—from a fun learning game that explores fact & opinion to a flip book that reinforces cause & effect. We’ve even included extension activities in each center, plus a reproducible graphic organizer that lets students apply the targeted skill to every book they read! You get all 8 centers.

179.00

Each teaching center is also available separately. Each 24.95

GG811 • Cause & Effect  GG815 • Reading for Detail
GG812 • Predicting Outcomes  GG816 • Fact/Opinion
GG813 • Making Inferences  GG817 • Main Idea
GG814 • Sequencing  GG818 • Context Clues (Shown.)

*For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “Safety Key,” see the table of contents.
Reading Standards for Literature & Informational Text

R.CCR.1–R.CCR.10

Key Ideas and Details
(Comprehension Skills, Main Idea/Details)

Grade Level 4 5 6

GG370 • READING COMPREHENSION GAMES LIBRARY - GR. 4-6
Students master what it takes to be effective readers...with challenging games they'll love to play! 6 themed games each highlight a different skill: Students go on a surfing adventure to improve vocabulary, search for lost jewels to analyze cause & effect, and more. With a 14” x 19½” metal rack. 2-4 players. 139.00

GG371 • Hazard Mountain: Inference Game 24.95
GG372 • Main Street Shopping: Main Idea Game 24.95
GG373 • Capture the Flag: Reading Comprehension Game 24.95
GG374 • Outlast: Reading for Information Game (Shown.) 24.95
GG375 • Quest for the Jewels: Cause & Effect Game 24.95
GG376 • Wipeout!: Vocabulary Game 24.95
HH820X • Reading Comprehension Interactive Games CD-ROM Library - Gr. 4-6 79.95

Downloadable versions available online! Visit lakeshorelearning.com.

Grade Level 1 2 3

GG880 • READING COMPREHENSION GAMES LIBRARY - GR. 1-3
△CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.* These action-packed games give students a fun-filled way to develop comprehension skills! Students hunt for hidden treasure as they read for details, race through a skateboard park to practice predicting outcomes and more! You get all 6 games listed below, plus a sturdy, 14” x 19½” metal storage rack. For 2-4 players. 139.00

GG881 • Star Power Premiere: Following Directions Game 24.95
GG882 • Skatepark Rally: Predicting Outcomes Game 24.95
GG883 • Pirate Island: Reading for Details Game 24.95
GG884 • Extra! Extra!: Fact/Opinion Game 24.95
GG885 • Kooky Carnival: Context Clues Game 24.95
GG886 • Adventure Camp: Sequencing Game (Shown.) 24.95
HH810X • Reading Comprehension Interactive Games CD-ROM Library - Gr. 1-3 79.95

Downloadable versions available online! Visit lakeshorelearning.com.
Reading Standards for Literature & Informational Text

Key Ideas and Details
(Comprehension Skills, Main Idea/Details)

R.CCR.1–R.CCR.10

**Highlight the Clues Comprehension Flip Charts**

Students search for clues that build comprehension...as they read high-interest passages covering fantasy, adventure, science fiction & more! Each freestanding, write & wipe chart includes 15 level-appropriate passages in 5 different genres. Students read a passage, then answer the comprehension questions below—using a write & wipe marker to underline important clues. When they're done, just flip the corresponding acetate overlay on top of the passage, instantly highlighting the clues that help answer the questions! Each passage even features a follow-up question to encourage class discussions or to use as a writing prompt. Flip charts are 11” x 17”.

*For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “Safety Key,” see the table of contents.*
Reading Standards for Literature & Informational Text

Key Ideas and Details
(Comprehension Skills, Main Idea/Details)

R.CCR.1–R.CCR.10

Grade Level 2 3 4 5 6

BD670X • HOT DOTS READING COMPREHENSION QUIZ CARDS - COMPLETE SET Here’s a super-fun way to build comprehension skills—and give students immediate reinforcement! Each pack includes 50 double-sided cards with high-interest reading passages, plus skill-building follow-up questions. Students just touch an answer with the Hot Dots pen…and it tells them if they’re right or wrong! All 6 packs. Pen sold separately. 89.95
BD671 • Getting the Main Idea 15.95
BD672 • Noting and Recalling Details 15.95
BD673 • Drawing Conclusions & Predicting Outcomes 15.95
BD674 • Using Context Clues 15.95
BD675 • Finding the Sequence & Finding Cause and Effect 15.95
BD676 • Making Inferences 15.95
BD210X • Hot Dots Power Pens - Set of 4 Set includes 4 Hot Dots pens; each requires 2 “AAA” batteries (not included). 36.00
BD210 • Hot Dots Power Pen - Each 2 "AAA" batt. not incl. 9.95

Grade Level 1 2 3 4

READY-TO-PLAY READING GAMES
△CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.* Students boost reading skills at just the right level—with high-interest games they’ll love to play! Each library has 3 different games covering 3 grade-appropriate skills—from sequencing & sound switching to recognizing context clues & making inferences. Students just select a game, then follow the step-by-step, illustrated instructions to build skills as they play. Best of all, each game comes ready to use—with enough materials for 2 to 4 players, plus an answer card for self-checking. Each library comes in an 8 1⁄2” display box.
HH691 • Reading Games Library - Gr. 1 49.95
HH692 • Reading Games Library - Gr. 2 49.95
HH693 • Reading Games Library - Gr. 3 49.95
HH694 • Reading Games Library - Gr. 4 49.95

Order by phone (800) 778-4456 • Order by fax (800) 537-5403 • Order online www.lakeshorelearning.com
Reading Standards for Literature & Informational Text

Key Ideas and Details
(Comprehension Skills, Main Idea/Details)

R.CCR.1–R.CCR.10

Grade Level 2

HH296 • MATCH & SORT READING COMPREHENSION QUICKIES
Our independent card games take just minutes to play—helping students build language skills in a fun & involving way! Comes with 8 ready-to-play card games in 8 individual pouches. Students just grab a pouch, then follow the 3-step instructions to play. Game box is 8½".

Grade Level 2

HH252 • READING COMPREHENSION FOLDER GAMES LIBRARY
What better way to boost reading & writing skills than with super-appealing games that students love to play! Includes 10 different, self-checking games that get children excited about learning. Best of all, the games come ready to play: Students just grab a folder filled with everything they need for independent practice, then follow the easy instructions to build skills at their own pace! Folders are 9¼" x 11¼".

Grade Level 4

HH380 • READING COMPREHENSION INSTANT LEARNING GAMES - GR. 4-5
Students practice identifying everything from literary genres & the author’s purpose to the main idea & supporting details—with hands-on games that build skills as children play! Each ready-to-play game targets a specific comprehension skill and includes step-by-step, illustrated instructions, an answer sheet for easy self-checking, plus all the materials you need for up to 4 players at once. All 8 games, in a 13¼” display box.

Each game is also available separately.

Grade Level 4

HH385 • Soccer to It Identifying Genres Game
HH382 • Hockey Heroes Cause & Effect Game
HH383 • What’s for Breakfast? Inferencing Game
HH381 • Kids’ Corner Main Idea & Detail Game
HH384 • Football Folly Compare & Contrast Game
HH386 • Home Run Derby Fact or Opinion Game
HH387 • Basketball Bloopers Classify & Categorize Game
HH388 • Avalanche Mountain Author’s Purpose Game

Shown: HH384 Compare & Contrast Game

*For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “Safety Key,” see the table of contents.
Comprehension practice has never been so engaging—or so full of surprises! Our hands-on center features 15 different story cards covering 5 key skill areas—each with a reading passage on front & skill-building comprehension questions on back. After students read a passage, they use the included answer strips & activity frame to answer the comprehension questions…then just flip the frame to reveal a picture that brings the story to life—and lets students check their work in an instant! The center includes enough materials for up to 5 students to work at once, including five 8½” x 11” activity frames, 15 story cards that cover both fiction & nonfiction topics, plus 75 answer strips (5 for each story card). 49.95
Comprehension-building book sets let every student read at just the right level!

MULTILEVEL NONFICTION BOOK SETS Our innovative book sets make it easy to build comprehension skills—even for students who are reading at different levels! Each set covers the same topic at 3 grade-appropriate reading levels—with varied sentence lengths & vocabulary, but identical information—so students can build skills at just the right pace. Plus, we’ve included 4 color-coded copies of each book, so they’re ideal for partner reading, small groups or individual practice. Each 12-book set also includes assessment cards to track students’ progress…and a helpful guide with differentiated instruction strategies.

You get 12 books in each set—4 copies for each of 3 different reading levels!

*For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “Safety Key,” see the table of contents.
Craft and Structure (Types of Texts, Structure, Author’s Purpose, etc.)

Reading Standards for Literature & Informational Text

R.CCR.1–R.CCR.10

Each level includes 6 copies each of 7 different folders—plus reproducible activities, lesson plans & more!

SMALL-GROUP NONFICTION COMPREHENSION FOLDERS

Familiarize students with the features of nonfiction text...with fascinating folders they’ll love to explore! Designed for up to 6 students at once, each skill-building set includes 6 copies each of 7 different folders that cover a variety of important nonfiction text structures, such as cause & effect and compare & contrast. Inside each folder, students discover level-appropriate passages loaded with fun facts, plus plenty of photos, illustrations & graphics to keep interest high—and increase nonfiction comprehension. We’ve also included an extensive 16-page guide with a reproducible activity, lesson plan & student assessment for each folder. Each set has a total of 42 folders; each is 8 1/2" x 11".

Grade Level 1 2 3 4 5 6

Each appropriate set covers 6 nonfiction text structures!

Grade Level 1 2 3

HH708 • READ FOR COMPREHENSION!
NONFICTION LISTENING CENTER

Students explore the features of nonfiction text—with comprehension-building activities that cover everything from maps and graphs to photo captions, indexes and more! You get 4 copies each of 8 write & wipe activities, so up to 4 children can work at once. Just pop in a CD, then students follow along to complete each activity—and check their work! You get 32 activity cards, plus 2 CDs and a guide with differentiated instruction strategies. 39.95

Grade Level 3 4 5 6

LL862 • NONFICTION COMPREHENSION QUICKIE CARDS

These quick, high-interest activities help students build nonfiction comprehension—as they read fascinating passages, interpret charts & more! Each card features brief, engaging text with review questions on back—all in a simple, multiple-choice format that prepares students for standardized tests. You get 125 cards in 5 skill-building categories, plus 5 answer cards, all in a sturdy storage box. Cards measure 4" x 6". 29.95

Write & Wipe Markers

Set includes 4 black, dry-erase markers. 3.99

Order by phone (800) 778-4456 • Order by fax (800) 537-5403 • Order online www.lakeshorelearning.com
Craft and Structure (Types of Texts, Structure, Author’s Purpose, etc.)

Reading Standards for Literature & Informational Text

R.CCR.1–R.CCR.10

For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “Safety Key,” see the table of contents.

LESSON PLAN FILE FOLDER

Lesson Plan File Folder

Reproducible Graphic Organizer

Story Cards for 6 Students

HIGH-INTEREST INTERVENTION READING FOLDERS - COMPLETE SET

Boost comprehension skills—with high-interest lessons that turn struggling readers into confident readers! Designed for small groups of students who need extra support, each set listed below includes 4 different high-interest stories carefully leveled for struggling readers—with irresistible topics & magazine-style graphics that keep older students engaged. For each title, you get 6 copies of a double-sided story card featuring a fiction or nonfiction passage... plus a teacher's lesson plan file folder that highlights important vocabulary and includes comprehension questions for before, during & after reading. There's even a reproducible graphic organizer on back to assess students' understanding! All 5 sets, each with 4 different folders and a total of 24 story cards. Folders are 9'' x 11 1/2''.

Grade Level 4 5

FF740X • HIGH-INTEREST INTERVENTION READING FOLDERS - COMPLETE SET 89.95

Each folder set is also available separately.

FF745 • Reading for Details Folders 19.95
FF744 • Cause & Effect Folders 19.95
FF743 • Making Inferences Folders 19.95
FF742 • Sequencing Folders 19.95
FF741 • Main Idea Folders (Shown.) 19.95

STORY MAP POCKET CHART

Take a closer look at any fictional story—with a giant pocket chart that makes it easy to organize and discuss key story elements! Our sturdy nylon chart has room to display the story's title, characters & setting...analyze the plot...even review vocabulary words. Just add your own sentence strips to map out each story—and help students build comprehension step by step! The 27'' x 35 1/2'' chart includes a guide with a reproducible story map.

Grade Level 1 2 3 4

LL207 • STORY MAP POCKET CHART 24.95

*For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “Safety Key,” see the table of contents.
Craft and Structure (Types of Texts, Structure, Author’s Purpose, etc.)

Grade Level | K | 1 | 2
--- | --- | --- | ---
**RE309 • SINGLE STUDENT CD READ-ALONGS LIBRARY K-GR. 2**
Now students can enjoy their favorite stories on their own...and gain the confidence they need to become independent readers! Our library includes 16 read-along kits, each with a paperback book and a CD that narrates the entire story. Students just listen and follow along with each recording—and build literacy skills and confidence along the way! Best of all, the entire library comes in an easy-access storage box—complete with 16 vinyl pouches to keep each kit neat and organized, plus 16 tabbed dividers that make it easy to find just the right title. Sturdy chipboard box measures 10” x 11” x 13”.

For each title, you get 1 book & 1 CD—so students can follow along on their own!

**299.00**

“No more monkeys jumping on the bed!”

It snowed mashed potatoes and green peas.
Reading Standards for Literature & Informational Text

Craft and Structure (Types of Texts, Structure, Author's Purpose, etc.)

R.CCR.1–R.CCR.10

For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “Safety Key,” see the table of contents.

RE312 • SINGLE STUDENT CD READ-ALONGS LIBRARY GR. 4-6
Advancing readers increase fluency and comprehension independently...as they follow along with these well-known favorites! You get 12 read-along kits designed for individual students to use—each with a paperback book, plus 2-4 read-along CDs that narrate the story. Students simply listen and follow along with the recording...as it brings exciting plots and complex themes to life! Plus, each read-along kit comes in a vinyl pouch for neat and convenient storage...and all 12 kits are organized in a sturdy box with tabbed dividers—so you can see every title at a glance! The chipboard box measures 10” x 11” x 13”.

Each read-along kit is designed for independent use—with 1 book and 2-4 CDs that narrate the story!

SINGLE STUDENT CD READ-ALONGS LIBRARY GR. 4-6

Grade Level: 4 5 6

HH385 • SOCCER TO IT IDENTIFYING GENRES INSTANT LEARNING GAME
This ready-to-play game targets a specific comprehension skill and includes step-by-step, illustrated instructions, an answer sheet for easy self-checking, plus all the materials you need for up to 4 players at once.

19.95

HH388 • AVALANCHE MOUNTAIN AUTHOR’S PURPOSE INSTANT LEARNING GAME
This ready-to-play game targets a specific comprehension skill and includes step-by-step, illustrated instructions, an answer sheet for easy self-checking, plus all the materials you need for up to 4 players at once.

19.95

What the boy saw in Sounder would have been totally missed by an outsider.
Reading Standards for Literature & Informational Text

Craft and Structure (Types of Texts, Structure, Author’s Purpose, etc.)

R.CCR.1–R.CCR.10

Grade Level

EG280X • ELEMENTARY LEVELED NONFICTION
CD-ROM LIBRARIES FOR INTERACTIVE WHITEBOARDS

Introduce fundamental math, science & social studies concepts right on your interactive whiteboard—with informative e-books the entire class can explore together! Based on the stories in our Nonfiction Readers below, each library includes 12 CD-ROMs that help children follow along with the text—as the program highlights each word and reads it aloud. Each disc also features amazing photos to keep children engaged, skill-building activities that boost comprehension, a guide with extension activities...plus interactive tools for highlighting text, underlining words & much more! All 3 libraries listed below—for a total of 36 CD-ROMs. Mac/Win.

399.00

Each library is also available sep. Each 149.00

EG283 • Social Studies CD-ROM Library
EG282 • Science CD-ROM Library
EG281 • Math CD-ROM Library

Also perfect for computer centers!

Social Studies
Science
Math

EG283
EG282
EG281

Grade Level

EG480X • ELEMENTARY LEVELED NONFICTION READERS - COMPLETE SET

These engaging nonfiction books feature short, easy-to-read sentences & accessible vocabulary that are ideal for beginning readers, plus helpful photos that closely support the text—making it easy for children to explore core curriculum topics and build language skills! Perfect alone or with our CD-ROMs above, each set includes 12 paperback books that focus on a specific subject area—complete with teaching tips, comprehension questions & extension activities. All 3 sets (36 books total); each book is 16 pp.

109.00

Each set is also available separately.

EG483 • Social Studies Readers 39.95
EG482 • Science Readers 39.95
EG481 • Math Readers 39.95

Social Studies
Science
Math

EG483
EG482
EG481

Order by phone (800) 778-4456 • Order by fax (800) 537-5403 • Order online www.lakeshorelearning.com
LEARNING COMPREHENSION STRATEGIES ACTIVITY CENTERS

Students boost reading skills as they learn to apply 8 key comprehension strategies—from summarizing information and asking questions to making predictions! Each activity center includes 12 high-interest, level-appropriate reading passages...plus 8 comprehension strategy cards with step-by-step instructions on front & reproducible activities on back. Students simply read each fiction or nonfiction passage as they practice the helpful strategies...and complete each activity on their own! We’ve even included a sturdy, 11 1⁄2” storage box for easy access and display.

Shown:  FF274  Grades 2-3  FF274 • Grades 2-3  (Shown.)  29.95
FF275 • Grades 4-6  29.95

MULTILEVEL READING COMPREHENSION ACTIVITY POCKETS

Students practice comprehension skills at just the right level—as they complete hands-on activities with any classroom text! You get 10 pockets loaded with a total of 30 activity cards—3 in each pocket—with each set targeting a specific comprehension concept. Plus, the cards are numbered by skill level, so it’s easy to meet the needs of all students. Simply select a pocket, pull out the activity that’s appropriate for your students’ level, then children follow the step-by-step instructions to make a mobile that sequences the story, draw a comic strip to illustrate a problem & solutions, and more! Includes a guide; cards are 8”.

FF329 • MULTILEVEL READING COMPREHENSION ACTIVITY POCKETS  29.95

For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “Safety Key,” see the table of contents.
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas (Analyzing Text, Comprehension Strategies, etc.)

**Reading Standards for Literature & Informational Text**

R.CCR.1–R.CCR.10

**COMPREHENSION STRATEGIES TEACHING CHARTS**

It's easy to teach essential comprehension strategies—with specially selected reading passages, skill-building lessons and helpful follow-up questions that test what students have learned! Each set listed at right has 24 different charts—3 for each of 8 key comprehension strategies. Children read an engaging fiction, nonfiction or poetry passage on each chart, then follow useful strategies to boost comprehension as they read—from asking questions and making predictions to visualizing. We've even included tips in the margins and highlighted important sections of text—making it extra-easy for students to grasp each strategy! 12” x 17” charts come with matching reproducibles for individual practice.

**Grade Level 1 2 3 4 5 6**

**DD368 • Teaching Charts - Gr. 1-3** These 24 charts help students learn to summarize, visualize, make predictions & more. Includes a guide with differentiated instruction strategies. **29.95**

**DD369 • Teaching Charts - Gr. 4-6** 24 charts encourage students to synthesize information, determine importance & more. Includes a guide with differentiated instruction strategies. **29.95**

**JJ370 • Tabletop Chart Stand** 16” x 19” stand is double-sided—to display 2 charts at once! Easy assembly. **19.95**

**Grade Level 1 2 3 4 5 6**

**GG314 • RESPONDING TO LITERATURE ACTIVITY CENTER** Take a closer look at any book...with skill-building projects students love to complete! Our center has 24 different activity cards that guide children through each project step by step, from creating a cause & effect flip book to building a story event mobile. Best of all, the back of each card has reproducible materials for making each project—children just follow the simple instructions to complete it on their own! Cards come in a 12” easel box for easy display. **29.95**

**Grade Level 1 2 3 4 5 6**

**DD738 • READ & RESPOND PROMPT CARDS** Our thought-provoking prompts highlight 5 essential literary elements...and get students actively involved with fiction & nonfiction texts! 150 skill-building prompts include 30 different questions for each category—helping students explore conflict, setting, point of view & much more. 3” x 5” cards come in a display box for easy organization. **29.95**
Reading Standards for Literature & Informational Text
R.CCR.1–R.CCR.10

Integration of Knowledge and Ideas
(Analyzing Text, Comprehension Strategies, etc.)

Grade Level 1 2 3 4
RR973 • READER’S BOOK LOG Students boost comprehension...as they map events, compare stories and more! Our super-convenient book log has enough activity pages for students to record & analyze up to 25 different books—with open-ended activities that can be adapted to any books students are reading. The 8½” x 11” book log comes complete with a fold-out chart to track students’ reading. Book log is 102 pages long. Each 4.79
RR974 • Reader’s Book Log - Set of 10 44.95

Grade Level 3 4 5 6
GG186 • READER’S RESPONSE NOTEBOOK Our handy notebook lets students respond to every book they read—from analyzing characters to distinguishing between different genres! It’s filled with prompts and activities to explore both fiction and nonfiction texts...plus book lists, vocabulary words and helpful tips for easy reference. 80 pages; with room to respond to over 35 different books. 9” x 11”. Each 4.79
GG185 • Reader’s Response Notebook - Set of 10 44.95

Grade Level 2 3 4
FF555 • READING RESPONSE STATION Our skill-building activity station comes with everything students need to analyze the books they’ve read—and make the most of their reading experience! Designed for up to 16 children at once, our station features 4 different sets of 4 activities that students complete alone or with a partner...plus all the hands-on materials for each activity—including spinners, flip books and more. Students just grab the materials, then follow the simple instructions to summarize text, analyze characters, identify story elements and more! The freestanding station measures 17” x 22”. 69.95

Grade Level 2 3 4
BEFORE, DURING & AFTER READING ACTIVITY PROMPTS Help students become more engaged readers—with ready-to-use activity prompts they can complete before, during and after reading! Each set has 90 color-coded prompt cards that take only 5-10 minutes to complete. Students just grab a classroom book and a corresponding prompt...then follow the simple instructions to identify the story’s genre, describe the setting, analyze characters and more! 5” x 6” cards come in a tabbed box.
HH685 • Fiction Prompts 19.95
HH684 • Nonfiction Prompts 19.95

*For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “Safety Key,” see the table of contents.
Reading Standards for Literature & Informational Text

R.CCR.1–R.CCR.10

**HH647 • BEFORE, DURING & AFTER READING SMALL-GROUP TEACHING KIT**

Boost comprehension skills...and get students to think critically about what they are reading! Designed specifically for small-group settings, our teaching kit features 4 different books, each with corresponding activities for before, during & after reading. For each title, you get 4 copies of the book and 3 different write & wipe activities for each student, plus a lesson card that makes teaching a breeze. Simply pass out the books & corresponding activities...then follow the step-by-step lessons to explore making inferences, sequencing & more! You get 16 books, 48 write & wipe cards and 4 lesson cards—all in a 9 5⁄8” storage box with tabbed dividers.

$59.95

**DD105 • Write & Wipe Markers**

△CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*

Set of 4 black, dry-erase markers.

$3.99

**UPPER GRADES LEVELED BOOKS CLASSROOM LIBRARY**

With super-engaging novels, fantasy stories & more, our library has all the level-appropriate books you need to satisfy advancing readers! Each bin features a starter set of 5 paperback books leveled using Fountas & Pinnell’s system—all carefully selected according to subject, structure and vocabulary—making it easy to apply differentiated instruction strategies. Plus, we’ve included plenty of stickers to label the books by level—and keep your entire library organized. Library includes all 10 bins, each with 5 books, 60 book stickers, 6 bin labels, a reproducible activity and a guide.

$399.00

See chart to order individual bins and book sets.
Reading Standards for Literature & Informational Text

R.CCR.1–R.CCR.10

For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “Safety Key,” see the table of contents.

Range of Reading and Level of Text Complexity

Each bin comes with 5 books, 60 book stickers, 6 bin labels, a reproducible activity & a guide.

Grade Level | K | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4
AA300X • LEVELED BOOKS CLASSROOM LIBRARY 1

Help students become successful and enthusiastic readers—with specially selected books for every reading level! Ideal for both guided and independent reading, our library includes 80 books leveled using Fountas and Pinnell’s system...making it easy to provide differentiated instruction—and meet every student’s needs.

For each level, you get a book bin with a starter set of 5 paperback books, plus handy stickers to label the books by level—with enough extra stickers to add tons of titles to your library! Library includes all 16 bins shown, each with 5 books, 60 book stickers, 6 bin labels, a reproducible activity and a guide. 529.00

See chart to order individual bins and book sets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reading Level</th>
<th>Book Bin (w/ 5 books, stickers &amp; guide)</th>
<th>Extra Book Set (5 books)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A (K)</td>
<td>AA302 31.95</td>
<td>AA833 23.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B (K-Gr. 1)</td>
<td>AA303 31.95</td>
<td>AA834 23.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C (K-Gr. 1)</td>
<td>AA304 31.95</td>
<td>AA835 23.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D (Gr. 1)</td>
<td>AA305 31.95</td>
<td>AA836 23.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E (Gr. 1)</td>
<td>AA306 32.95</td>
<td>AA837 24.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F (Gr. 1)</td>
<td>AA307 33.95</td>
<td>AA838 25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G (Gr. 1)</td>
<td>AA308 36.95</td>
<td>AA839 28.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H (Gr. 1-2)</td>
<td>AA309 38.95</td>
<td>AA841 30.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I (Gr. 1-2)</td>
<td>AA316 35.95</td>
<td>AA842 27.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J (Gr. 2)</td>
<td>AA317 27.95</td>
<td>AA843 19.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K (Gr. 2)</td>
<td>AA318 35.95</td>
<td>AA844 27.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L (Gr. 2-3)</td>
<td>AA319 28.95</td>
<td>AA845 20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M (Gr. 2-3)</td>
<td>AA336 32.95</td>
<td>AA846 24.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N (Gr. 3)</td>
<td>AA337 33.95</td>
<td>AA847 25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O (Gr. 3-4)</td>
<td>AA338 35.95</td>
<td>AA848 27.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P (Gr. 3-4)</td>
<td>AA339 36.95</td>
<td>AA849 28.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “Safety Key,” see the table of contents.
Reading Standards for Literature & Informational Text

R.CCR.1–R.CCR.10

Grade Level K 1 2 3 4

LL610X • NONFICTION LEVELLED BOOKS
CLASSROOM LIBRARY  With high-interest topics, full-color photos and accessible text for every reading level, our library makes it easy to develop reading fluency and increase comprehension of nonfiction text! A great way to provide differentiated instruction, our library includes 80 books that are leveled using Fountas and Pinnell’s system...all organized into easy-access book bins. Each level comes with a set of 5 nonfiction paperback books, plus handy stickers to organize the books by level—so students can easily find the books they need. 16 bins, each with 5 books, 60 book stickers, 6 bin labels, a reproducible activity and a guide.

See chart to order individual bins and book sets.

Grade Level 4 5 6 & Up

LL730X • UPPER GRADES NONFICTION LEVELLED BOOKS CLASSROOM LIBRARY

Fascinating nonfiction titles selected just for advancing readers, covering everything from glaciers & global warming to poets, painters, the pyramids & more! Perfect for providing differentiated instruction, our library includes 50 paperback books leveled using Fountas & Pinnell’s system—all selected according to vocabulary, structure, text features & more. Each level includes a bin with a starter set of 5 books, plus plenty of stickers to label each book—with enough extra stickers to add tons of additional titles! Library comes with all 10 bins, each with 5 books, 60 book stickers, 6 bin labels, a reproducible activity and a guide.

See chart to order individual bins and book sets.
**Reading Standards, Foundational Skills**

*R.CCR.1–R.CCR.10*

---

**Print Concepts**

**RA730X • BIG BOOK FAVORITES - SET 1**
These kid-favorite books are large enough to be shared, yet simple enough for beginners to enjoy on their own. Set of 6; 14 ½"-18" tall.  
149.00

- **BK2231** • My Five Senses 24.99
- **BK571** • If the Dinosaurs Came Back 26.95
- **BK994** • In the Tall, Tall Grass 25.95
- **BK6528** • The Napping House 26.95
- **BK1968** • The Rainbow Fish 24.99
- **BK273** • Silly Sally 26.95

---

**RE335X • BIG BOOK FAVORITES - SET 4**
Expand your library even further…with 6 more beautifully illustrated big books that invite the entire class to participate! You get all 6 books shown; books are 13"-19" tall.  
149.00

- **BK334** • In the Small, Small Pond 24.95
- **BK668** • If You Give a Moose a Muffin 24.99
- **BK337** • Chrysanthemum 24.99
- **BK646** • Three Billy Goats Gruff 26.99
- **BK336** • Three Billy Goats Gruff What Do You See? 25.95
- **BK331** • The Gingerbread Boy 24.99

---

** Grade Level K 1 2 3**

**FF103 • PRINT AWARENESS ACTIVITY BOX**  
ΔCHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.* From song charts and sorting mats to a fun-filled Question Box and more, our activity box is packed with hands-on materials that introduce and reinforce the fundamentals of reading! The box features 5 different activities that provide focused practice with print awareness—from distinguishing between letters, words and pictures to identifying the author, illustrator and parts of a book. Plus, the activities have a versatile, open-ended design, so they can be completed independently or in a small group—and every student can practice at just the right level! Includes an activity guide and reproducible assessment sheets. Box is 6" x 10½" x 13½".  
49.95

---

**EE129 • LAKESHORE VOCABULARY BUILDER BOOKS**
It’s easy to build a great vocabulary with our beautifully illustrated photo books! Ideal for beginning readers, each book features simple text & inviting photos that make comprehension a cinch…plus fascinating topics children love to explore. The target words are even highlighted within the text—so it’s easy for students to associate each word with its meaning! 15 books; each is 8 pages.  
39.95

---

*For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “Safety Key,” see the table of contents.*
TT701 • ALPHABET READ-ALONG LITERACY PACKS - COMPLETE SET
Turn children who are just beginning to explore literacy into fluent readers—with delightful books & skill-building materials for every letter of the alphabet! Just pop in a CD...and students listen & follow along as the recording narrates an engaging storybook that focuses on a specific letter sound. The CD also introduces words that begin with the target letter, then reviews the words and the story for extra reinforcement. Each Literacy Pack includes enough materials for 4 children at once: 4 copies of the book, 4 sets of word fans that highlight key vocabulary words & a CD. You get 26 packs in a 23" display box. 399.00

TT933 • LAKESHORE EMERGENT READERS - SET OF 20
With familiar subjects, simple text & supporting illustrations, these skill-building books are ideal for new readers! Each book features repetitive sentences with just one new word per page...plus a fun, familiar topic that children will love to explore—from bugs to birthdays! 20 books. 49.95

GG421 • Book Display Stand
Holds all 20 of our Emergent Readers above. Metal stand measures 25 1/2" wide. 24.95

TT137 • LAKESHORE RHYMING BOOKS
Our colorful, photo-illustrated books make rhyming sounds a breeze to grasp! Each book features simple, repetitive text—with a different rhyming word at the end of each sentence—plus helpful picture clues that make new words easy to identify. Includes 15 books, each one covering a different rhyming family. Books are 8 pages long. 39.95

GG302 • Book Display Stand
Metal stand is 19 3/4" wide. 19.95
Reading Standards, Foundational Skills

Phonological Awareness

**For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “Safety Key,” see the table of contents.**

**FF104 • PHONOLOGICAL AWARENESS ACTIVITY BOX**

*C. CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.* From a sound phone and rhyme activity mats to a fun-filled Mystery Box and more, our activity box is packed with hands-on materials that introduce and reinforce the fundamentals of reading! The box features 5 different activities that provide focused practice with phonological awareness—from identifying rhyming sounds to distinguishing individual sounds in spoken words. Plus, the activities have a versatile, open-ended design, so they can be completed independently or in a small group—and every student can practice at just the right level! Includes an activity guide and reproducible assessment sheets. Box is 6” x 10½” x 13½”.

**Grade Level K 1**

**49.95**

**FF695 • PHONEMIC AWARENESS GAMES LIBRARY**

*C. CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.* Students build phonemic awareness…as they substitute sounds in outer space, search a prehistoric land for rhymes, swing through the jungle while counting syllables…and more! Each game targets a different skill and comes with all the materials you need for 2-4 players. You get all 4 games; in a 19¾” metal storage rack.

Each game is also available separately.

**Grade Level K 1 2**

**95.00**

*FF693 • Rockin’ Rhyme* (Shown.)

*FF691 • Sound Match*

*FF692 • Sound Switchin’*

*FF694 • Swingin’ Syllables* (Shown.)

**Each 24.95**

**Grade Level K 1**

**AA410X • MATCH-A-SOUND!**

PHONEMIC AWARENESS BOXES - COMPLETE SET

*C. CHOKING HAZARD (1,2). Not for under 3 yrs.* These delightful activity boxes feature cute manipulatives and colorful activity mats that focus on beginning, ending or rhyming sounds. Children search for 3 objects that have the same sound pictured on the mat...like matching a cat, rat and bat to the picture of a hat! 3 boxes listed below—for a total of 90 manipulatives and 30 mats. Mats measure 9” x 9”.

**Grade Level K 1**

**99.00**

**AA413 • Rhyming Sounds**

**AA411 • Beginning Sounds**

**AA412 • Ending Sounds** (Shown.)

**34.95**

**FF691 • Sound Match**

**FF692 • Sound Switchin’**

**FF694 • Swingin’ Syllables**

**34.95**

**29.95**

**FF196 • PHONEMIC AWARENESS FOLDER GAME LIBRARY**

*C. CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.* As children play our exciting folder games, they get hands-on, independent practice with letter sounds, sight-words, rhyming and more! The library features 10 self-checking folder games covering 5-7 essential language skills. Students select a game and the corresponding pouch of game pieces…then just follow the picture instructions for tons of skill-building fun. Plus, all the pieces come pre-cut & sorted—so there’s no prep work required! Library comes in a storage box; folders are 9½” x 11¾”.

**Grade Level K 1**

**29.95**

**AA411 • Rhyming Sounds**

**AA412 • Ending Sounds** (Shown.)

**34.95**

**FF691 • Sound Match**

**FF692 • Sound Switchin’**

**FF694 • Swingin’ Syllables**

**34.95**

**99.00**

**FF693 • Rockin’ Rhyme** (Shown.)

**24.95**
Phonological Awareness

Each center has materials for up to 4 children!

EE820X • PHONEMIC AWARENESS INSTANT LEARNING CENTERS
ΔCHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.* Our ready-to-use centers come with everything students need to build phonemic awareness independently—just set out the materials, introduce the activity…and let children work at their own pace! Each center is designed so that up to 4 children can work at once, with a double-sided instruction chart that gives everyone easy access to the activities…and simple picture instructions that are a cinch for students to follow on their own. All 6 centers.

Grade Level K

EE181 • Syllable Count 24.95
EE182 • Sound Sort 24.95
EE183 • Sound Switch (Shown.) 24.95

TT822 • Beginning Sounds 24.95
TT823 • Ending Sounds 24.95
EE185 • Middle Sounds 24.95

EE185 • Sound Switch (Shown.) 24.95

Grade Level K 1 2

LL435X • MAGNETIC SOUND SORTING BOARDS - COMPLETE SET Students match a sock with a clock, a block and a rock…and get the practice they need to build phonemic awareness! Each set listed at right focuses on a different concept—with 72 picture magnets covering 18 phonics sounds…plus an 8” x 10 1⁄2” magnetic board for easy sorting. Just place 3 starter magnets at the top, then students add magnets to the columns below to sort words that share the same sound! You get all 3 sets.

LL436 • Beginning Sounds Sorting Board 29.95
LL438 • Ending Sounds Sorting Board 29.95
LL439 • Rhyming Sounds Sorting Board 29.95

79.95
**Phonological Awareness**

**Reading Standards, Foundational Skills**

R.CCR.1–R.CCR.10

---

**HH546X ** PHONEMIC AWARENESS ACTIVITY FLIP BOOKS - COMPLETE SET

Students just flip the pages to boost phonemic awareness—matching up a shell, a ship & a shoe...or a rose, toes & a nose! Our fun-to-use flip books each feature 4 different sets of 3 corresponding flips. Children simply flip the pages to match up 3 pictures—mastering rhyming words, beginning sounds & more! Each set listed at right includes 8 different flip books—all with answers in back for easy self-checking. All 3 sets (24 flip books total); each flip book is 4” x 9 1/4".  

**HH546** Matching & Switching Sounds  

**HH547** Counting Syllables & Sounds  

**HH548** Rhyming Words

Each 8-book set is also available separately.  
Each 19.95

---

**HH451** WHAT’S THE QUESTION? RHYMING WORDS GAME

Students get the practice they need to boost reading skills—one question at a time! Designed for up to 4 players at once, children take turns drawing question cards & searching for the answers on their game mats. If they have a match, students cover the answer with the question card—and the first player to cover his entire mat wins! With 48 question cards, 16 different 8 1/2” x 11” mats & a card tray.  

19.95

---

**HH912** PHONEMIC AWARENESS LISTENING ACTIVITY PACK

Students get focused practice with reading...with step-by-step activities they complete on their own! Features 4 different activities—with enough materials for up to 4 students at once. Just pop in a CD, then students use write & wipe cards to follow right along. Includes a CD, a progress chart, an assessment card, an answer key and a guide.  

24.95

---

*For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “Safety Key,” see the table of contents.*
PHONICS MAGNETIC WORD BUILDING BOARDS - COMPLETE SET
From simple CVC words to more challenging words with blends & digraphs, students practice building dozens of words—sound by sound! Our magnetic boards each come with everything children need to build 36 different words, including picture magnets with familiar, everyday images, plus phonics magnets with the targeted sounds highlighted. Students just stick picture tiles onto the left column of the board, then build the corresponding words by sounding each one out—exploring spelling patterns & building language skills as they go! Each set comes complete with an 8” x 10 1/2” board, 36 picture magnets, 36 letter magnets and an activity guide. You get all 4 color-coded sets shown. 99.00
Each board is also available separately.
FF456 • Short Vowels  29.95
FF457 • Long Vowels   29.95
FF458 • Digraphs   29.95
FF459 • Blends   29.95

MASTERING PHONICS GAMES LIBRARY
△CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*
Students master essential phonics skills...as they race to a medieval castle collecting long vowel sounds, cross a treacherous ravine using blends & digraphs, speed through a harbor in search of short vowels, and more! 4 games, plus a 20” metal rack; for 2-4 players. 95.00
GG219 • Jet-Boat Harbor: Short Vowels Game  (Shown.)  24.95
GG218 • Keeper of the Castle: Long Vowels Game  24.95
GG217 • Tiki Challenge: Blends & Digraphs Game  24.95
GG216 • Roller Coaster Craze: Word Blending Game  24.95

Order by phone (800) 778-4456 • Order by fax (800) 537-5403 • Order online www.lakeshorelearning.com
Phonics and Word Recognition (Phonics, Word Families, Sight Words)

**LL411 • TWIST & TURN PHONICS WORD BUILDERS**

Students give our beads a turn...and build phonics skills sound by sound! Ingenious word builders provide focused practice with beginning, ending, and long & short vowel sounds. Plus, the target sounds are color-coded for extra reinforcement! Set of 15 different word builders; each measures 5 1/4"-6 1/4" long. Includes a guide with differentiated instruction strategies. 29.95

**TT770X • MAGIC BOARD PHONICS PRACTICE CARDS - COMPLETE SET**

Students complete simple words on our skill-building practice cards...and explore everything from vowel sounds to word families! Designed for use with our Magic Board below, each self-checking card provides practice with 3-4 different words—students just fill in the blanks to add the missing phonics sounds! You get all 4 sets listed below, each with 25 cards. Each card set is also available separately.

- **TT771 • Beginning Sounds Cards**  Set of 25 cards. 24.95
- **TT772 • Vowel Sounds Cards**  Set of 25 cards. 24.95
- **TT773 • Blends & Digraphs Cards**  Set of 25 cards. (Shown.) 24.95
- **TT774 • Word Families Cards**  Set of 25 cards. 24.95

**TR717 • Lakeshore Magic Board**

Sturdy plastic board has an attached magnetic pen...plus an eraser bar that quickly clears the board so students can start again! Measures 8 1/4" x 11 1/4". Each 8.95

**TT773 • Lakeshore Magic Board - Set of 10** 79.95

**DS170X • HOT DOTS PHONICS QUIZ CARDS - COMPLETE SET**

Here's a super-involving way to build phonics skills—with instant reinforcement! Students just touch an answer on our quiz cards with the special Hot Dots pen...and fun sound effects tell them whether they’re right or wrong. 6 card packs, each with 36 double-sided quiz cards. Pen sold separate. Each 14.95

- **DS171 • Reading Readiness**
- **DS172 • Consonants**
- **DS173 • Vowels**
- **DS174 • Blends & Digraphs**
- **DS175 • Word Families**
- **DS176 • Variant Vowels & More**

**BD210X • Hot Dots Power Pens - Set of 4**

4 power pens; each requires 2 “AAA” batteries (not included). 36.00

**BD210 • Hot Dots Power Pen - Each**

2 “AAA” batteries not included. 9.95

**AA902 • PHONICS FLIP BOOKS**

Our easy-to-use flip books each focus on a specific phonics sound, from long & short vowels to blends & digraphs. Students just flip the pages to create 6-8 simple words that share the same sound—and build reading & decoding skills as they go! 34 flip books in a storage box with tabbed dividers; each book measures 2 1/4" x 6 1/4". 59.95

*For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “Safety Key,” see the table of contents.*
Phonics and Word Recognition (Phonics, Word Families, Sight Words)

Reading Standards, Foundational Skills

R.CCR.1–R.CCR.10

**Grade Level 1 2 3**

**GG299 • FILL-IN-THE-BLANK PHONICS STAMPS - SET 1**
Our skill-building stamps each feature a picture and a corresponding word with the beginning, middle or ending letter missing. Children stamp out each image...then fill in the missing letter to complete the word! Over 70 foam stamps, all with pictures on the handles for easy identification. Each stamp measures 1¼ x 1¾".

29.95

**LA866 • Giant Kid-Safe Stamp Pad**
Non-toxic ink pad measures 4¾". Please specify color: red, purple, blue, green or black.

4.29

**Grade Level 1 2 3**

**GG294 • FILL-IN-THE-BLANK PHONICS STAMPS - SET 2**
Students explore blends, digraphs & higher-level vowel sounds...as they stamp and write over 70 words! Our dense foam stamps each have an illustrated word with one or more missing letters. Children just stamp...then fill in the missing sound to complete each word! Set of 74 stamps; each measures 1¼" x 1¾".

29.95

**LA866 • Giant Kid-Safe Stamp Pad**
Non-toxic ink pad measures 4¾". Please specify color: red, purple, blue, green or black.

4.29

**Grade Level 1 2**

**HH452 • WHAT’S THE QUESTION? BEGINNING SOUNDS GAME**
Students get the practice they need to boost reading skills—one question at a time! Designed for up to 4 players at once, children take turns drawing question cards & searching for the answers on their game mats. If they have a match, students cover the answer with the question card—and the first player to cover his entire mat wins! With 48 question cards, 16 different 8½" x 11" mats & a card tray.

19.95

**Grade Level 1 2**

**HH453 • WHAT’S THE QUESTION? VOWEL SOUNDS GAME**
Students get the practice they need to boost reading skills—one question at a time! Designed for up to 4 players at once, children take turns drawing question cards & searching for the answers on their game mats. If they have a match, students cover the answer with the question card—and the first player to cover his entire mat wins! With 48 question cards, 16 different 8½" x 11" mats & a card tray.

19.95

**Grade Level 2 3**

**HH299 • MATCH & SORT PHONICS QUICKIES**
Our independent card games take just minutes to play—helping students build language skills in a fun & involving way! Each set comes with 8 ready-to-play card games in 8 individual pouches. Students just grab a pouch, then follow the 3-step instructions to play. Includes 8 different games.

24.95

Order by phone (800) 778-4456 • Order by fax (800) 537-5403 • Order online www.lakeshorelearning.com
Phonics and Word Recognition (Phonics, Word Families, Sight Words)

Students practice phonics skills in context—as they read high-interest, phonics-based books...then complete corresponding activities to reinforce what they've learned! Each center listed below features 2 fiction and 2 nonfiction books...plus 4 hands-on activities that directly correspond with the text. Students simply select a book...read the story to practice the targeted phonics skill...then complete the activity for added reinforcement. And because each center includes both fiction & nonfiction titles, students get a variety of reading experiences! You get all 4 centers, each with 4 books and 4 self-checking activities.

HH470X • PHONICS READER ACTIVITY CENTERS - COMPLETE SET  
CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*

Grade Level 1 2

HH471 • Blends & Digraphs (Shown.)  29.95
HH472 • Long Vowels  29.95
HH473 • Short Vowels  29.95
HH474 • Consonant Sounds  29.95

HH880X • PHONICS PHOTO MAGNETS - COMPLETE SET  
CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*

Grade Level K 1 2 3

HH881 • Rhyming Words 102 magnets.  19.95
HH882 • Long Vowels 105 magnets.  19.95
HH883 • Short Vowels 110 magnets.  19.95
HH884 • Blends 110 magnets.  19.95
HH885 • Digraphs 106 magnets.  19.95
PH345 • Magnetic Write & Wipe Board - 18" x 24"  29.95

*For an explanation of Lakeshore's “Safety Key,” see the table of contents.
HH132 • CAN DO! VOWEL SOUNDS GAME
Our easy-to-play game provides fun, skill-building practice with vowel sounds—with every spin! The game canister comes with a handy lid that doubles as a spinner, plus 44 game tokens and 60 question cards written in standardized test format. Players simply spin to select a question in one of three categories, then collect tokens as they identify long vowels, short vowels and vowel combinations. The first player to collect 10 tokens wins! Game comes with answer cards for easy self-checking.

HH133 • CAN DO! WORD FAMILIES GAME
Our easy-to-play game provides fun, skill-building practice with word families—with every spin! The game canister comes with a handy lid that doubles as a spinner, plus 44 game tokens and 60 question cards written in standardized test format. Players simply spin to select a question in one of three categories, then collect tokens as they use word families and identify onsets & rimes. The first player to collect 10 tokens wins! Game comes with answer cards for easy self-checking.

HH134 • CAN DO! SIGHT-WORDS GAME
Our easy-to-play game provides fun, skill-building practice with sight-words—with every spin! The game canister comes with a handy lid that doubles as a spinner, plus 44 game tokens and 60 question cards written in standardized test format. Players simply spin to select a question in one of three categories, then collect tokens as they match, build and use sight-words. The first player to collect 10 tokens wins! Game comes with answer cards for easy self-checking.

HH138 • CAN DO! WORD BUILDING GAME
Our easy-to-play game provides fun, word-building practice—with every spin! The game canister comes with a handy lid that doubles as a spinner, plus 44 game tokens and 60 question cards written in standardized test format. Players simply spin to select a question in one of three categories, then collect tokens as they unscramble words, identify beginning sounds and recognize common word endings. The first player to collect 10 tokens wins! Game comes with answer cards for easy self-checking.

EE567 • CREATING SIGHT-WORD SENTENCES CENTER
Students master 39 high frequency words...as they create fun rebus sentences hands on! Children just slide a sentence strip into their activity tray, then use picture-word cards to complete each sentence. As they do, students create rebus sentences that focus on just 3-5 sight-words at a time—and practice using sight-words in context! The color-coded cards have picture-words on one side and only words on back—so students can work at 2 skill levels. You get enough materials for up to 4 children to work at once, including 32 sentence strips, 120 word cards and 4 trays. Trays measure 16".

Order by phone (800) 778-4456 • Order by fax (800) 537-5403 • Order online www.lakeshorelearning.com
Reading Standards, Foundational Skills

**R.CCR.1–R.CCR.10**

*For an explanation of Lakeshore's “Safety Key,” see the table of contents.*

---

**Grade Level 2 3 4 5 6**

**LL441 • WORD WEB ACTIVITY KIT**

Build vocabulary skills one step at a time—with a hands-on kit that introduces 30 important prefixes, suffixes and root words! You get a 20" x 27" pocket chart with a word web on top and a write & wipe board below…plus 210 color-coded vocabulary cards. Simply place a prefix, suffix or root card onto the chart, then encourage students to find 6 vocabulary cards with the same prefix, suffix or root…and build a web of related words! Students can even write each word in a sentence to reinforce its meaning. Includes an activity guide.

39.95

**DD107 • Write & Wipe Markers - Broad-Tip**

\(\Delta\) CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*

Set of 4 black, dry-erase markers.

4.99

---

**Grade Level 1 2 3**

**DD234 • WORD FAMILIES INSTANT LEARNING CENTER**

\(\Delta\) CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*

Students identify spelling patterns and build tons of words—with a skill-building center that lets them work at their own pace! Our instant center has everything students need to build skills independently: Just set out the materials…the students use fun spinners and write & wipe mats to build and write words after word! The center has enough materials for up to 4 students to work at once, including a double-sided instruction chart that gives everyone easy access to the activities…and simple instructions that are a cinch for students to follow. Includes 4 activity mats, 4 spinners and 4 write & wipe markers…plus a guide with differentiated instruction strategies and a write & wipe assessment card to track students’ progress.

24.95

**DD235 • PHONICS INSTANT LEARNING CENTER**

\(\Delta\) CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*

Students build and sound out tons of words—with a skill-building phonics center that lets them work at their own pace! Our instant center has everything students need to build skills independently: Just set out the materials…the students use the included write & wipe mats and flip books to create each word—and practice writing it on their own! The center has enough materials for up to 4 students to work at once, including a double-sided instruction chart that gives everyone easy access to the activities…and simple instructions that are a cinch for students to follow. Includes 4 activity mats, 4 flip books, and 4 write & wipe markers…plus a guide with differentiated instruction strategies and a write & wipe assessment card to track students’ progress.

24.95

---

*For an explanation of Lakeshore's “Safety Key,” see the table of contents.*
Reading Standards, Foundational Skills

Phonics and Word Recognition (Phonics, Word Families, Sight Words)

R.CCR.1–R.CCR.10

**Grade Level 1 2 3**

**FF231 • READY-TO-GO WORD FAMILIES SORTING CHART**

Our ready-to-use sorting chart sets up in a flash...and comes with everything students need to build language skills independently! Easy-tote chart comes with 10 category cards and 70 sorting cards. Kids just slide the self-checking word family ending cards into the chart...then sort the corresponding picture-word cards into the pockets below—for hands-on practice with 10 word families! 11" x 17" chart has a pocket on front for easy card storage.

22.95

**Grade Level 1 2 3**

**FF232 • READY-TO-GO BLENDS & DIGRAPHS SORTING CHART**

Our ready-to-use sorting chart sets up in a flash...and comes with everything students need to build language skills independently! Easy-tote chart comes with 10 category cards and 70 sorting cards. Kids just slide the self-checking blend or digraph cards into the chart...then sort the corresponding picture-word cards into the pockets below—for hands-on practice with 10 blends and digraphs! 11" x 17" chart has a pocket on front for easy card storage.

22.95

**Grade Level 2 3**

**LL371 • WORD FAMILIES MAGNETIC ACTIVITY CENTER**

Students use color-coded magnets to get hands-on practice with word families! Our center includes a freestanding magnetic board and an attached flip book with 10 self-checking activities. Students just flip to an activity and follow the simple instructions to build word families with onset and ending magnets...then flip the cards over to check their work! 8 ½” x 11” board includes 176 letter and picture magnets in a pouch, plus a guide.

24.95

**Grade Level 2 3**

**LL372 • PHONICS MAGNETIC ACTIVITY CENTER**

Students use color-coded magnets to get hands-on phonics practice! Our center includes a freestanding magnetic board and an attached flip book with 10 self-checking activities. Students just flip to an activity and follow the simple instructions to build words with blends, digraphs, and short and long vowel sounds...then flip the cards over to check their work! 8 ½” x 11” board includes 157 letter magnets in a pouch, plus a guide.

24.95

**Grade Level 1 2 3**

**FF233 • READY-TO-GO VOWEL SOUNDS SORTING CHART**

Our ready-to-use sorting chart sets up in a flash...and comes with everything students need to build language skills independently! Easy-tote chart comes with 10 category cards and 70 sorting cards. Kids just slide the self-checking vowel sound cards into the chart...then sort the corresponding picture-word cards into the pockets below—for hands-on practice with 10 long and short vowel sounds! 11" x 17" chart has a pocket on front for easy card storage.

22.95

**Grade Level 2 3**

**LL378 • BUILDING WORDS MAGNETIC ACTIVITY CENTER**

Students use color-coded magnets to get hands-on practice with word building! Our center includes a freestanding magnetic board and an attached flip book with 10 self-checking activities. Students just flip to an activity and follow the simple instructions to build words with blends, digraphs, vowel sounds and more...then flip the cards over to check their work! 8 ½” x 11” board includes 153 letter magnets in a pouch, plus a guide.

24.95

Order by phone (800) 778-4456 • Order by fax (800) 537-5403 • Order online www.lakeshorelearning.com
Reading Standards, Foundational Skills

R.CCR.1–R.CCR.10

Phonics and Word Recognition (Phonics, Word Families, Sight Words)

**Grade Level** K 1 2 3

**EE667 • LAKESHORE WORD FAMILY READERS**
Skill-building books introduce word families in context—with fun-filled rhymes and irresistible stories children will want to read again & again! Created especially for emergent readers, each book features 5-9 words from the same word family—so children get the repetition they need to master spelling patterns…and read with confidence! Set includes 20 books; each is 8 pages long. 49.95

**GG421 • Book Display Stand for 20**
Sturdy metal stand holds all 20 of our books above. Measures 25 1⁄2" wide. 24.95

**Grade Level** 1 2 3

**HH649 • WORD FAMILY STARS**
Children practice building over 300 words…as they piece together sea stars—one sound at a time! You get 115 double-sided pieces, including 15 center pieces printed with beginning sounds, plus 100 “arms” featuring word family endings. To complete each sea star, students just match 5 word endings to one beginning sound—and get hands-on practice with spelling & decoding! In an 8” storage tub; includes an activity guide with answers. 29.95

**FF815 • WORD FAMILY GAMES LIBRARY**  △CHOKING HAZARD (1).
Not for under 3 yrs.* As students make their way around these fun game boards, they search for word families on icebergs, build words with mischievous monkeys, match up words in outer space and more! And as children play, they master 15 important word families with each game. Library includes all 4 games, plus a 20” wire storage rack. For 2-4 players. 95.00

Each game is also available separately.  Each 24.95

**FF812 • Travelin’ Ants!: Sorting Word Families Game** (Shown.)
**FF811 • Monkey Mayhem: Building Word Families Game**
**FF813 • Space Station Racin’: Matching Word Families Game**
**FF814 • Ice Quest: Using Word Families Game**

*For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “Safety Key,” see the table of contents.*
Phonics and Word Recognition (Phonics, Word Families, Sight Words)

**Reading Standards, Foundational Skills**

R.CCR.1–R.CCR.10

**LAKESHORE FICTION SIGHT-WORD READERS**

What better way to focus on sight-words than with skill-building stories students can read on their own? Our easy-to-follow books are filled with predictable sentence patterns that help children master common sight-words...with helpful illustrations that closely support the text. Best of all, each book is entirely made up of sight-words and simple rebus pictures, giving students all the focused reinforcement they need to master high frequency words.

**Level 1** Books in Level 1 focus on 5 to 7 sight-words at a time.

**Level 2** Books in Level 2 review those words...and add 5 to 9 more!

**Grade Level**

1 2 3

**LAKESHORE FICTION SIGHT-WORD READERS**

What better way to focus on sight-words than with skill-building stories students can read on their own? Our easy-to-follow books are filled with predictable sentence patterns that help children master common sight-words...with helpful illustrations that closely support the text. Best of all, each book is entirely made up of sight-words and simple rebus pictures, giving students all the focused reinforcement they need to master high frequency words.

**Grade Level**

1 2 3

**LAKESHORE FICTION SIGHT-WORD READERS**

What better way to focus on sight-words than with skill-building stories students can read on their own? Our easy-to-follow books are filled with predictable sentence patterns that help children master common sight-words...with helpful illustrations that closely support the text. Best of all, each book is entirely made up of sight-words and simple rebus pictures, giving students all the focused reinforcement they need to master high frequency words.

**Grade Level**

1 2 3

**LAKESHORE FICTION SIGHT-WORD READERS**

What better way to focus on sight-words than with skill-building stories students can read on their own? Our easy-to-follow books are filled with predictable sentence patterns that help children master common sight-words...with helpful illustrations that closely support the text. Best of all, each book is entirely made up of sight-words and simple rebus pictures, giving students all the focused reinforcement they need to master high frequency words.

**Grade Level**

1 2 3

**TT235 • Lakeshore Fiction Sight-Word Readers - Level 1**

Children master 32 of the most common sight-words! 20 readers focus on just 5 to 7 sight-words per book. Includes a teacher’s guide. 49.95

**TT536 • Lakeshore Fiction Sight-Word Readers - Level 2**

Higher-level readers review the same 32 sight-words in Level 1...and introduce 32 additional sight-words! Set of 20 readers, with a guide. 49.95

**GG421 • Book Display Stand**

Sturdy metal rack neatly stores and displays 20 of our Sight-Word Readers. 25½” wide. 24.95

**Grade Level**

1 2 3

**DD480X • SIGHT-WORD TACTILE CARDS - COMPLETE SET**

Students learn to recognize 75 of the most common sight-words...with instant reinforcement they can see, touch and trace! Each card in our series features a different sight-word—all with fun, textured letters that encourage children to practice letter formation, sight-word identification and more. Each set has 25 cards that gradually increase in difficulty. You get all 3 levels listed below, for a total of 75 cards; each card measures 3 ¼” tall. 49.95

**DD481 • Sight-Word Tactile Cards - Level 1**

19.95

**DD482 • Sight-Word Tactile Cards - Level 2**

19.95

**DD483 • Sight-Word Tactile Cards - Level 3**

19.95

**Grade Level**

1 2 3

**HH644 • TOUCH & LEARN WORD FAMILY CARDS**

Our fun-to-touch activity cards let students build, trace & sound out more than 300 new words! You get 78 cards featuring 41 onsets and 37 rimes...each printed in fun, textured letters that children will love to touch. Students simply match up an onset card and a rime card to build a simple word...then trace the letters with their fingers for lots of involving, hands-on practice with letter formation, decoding, spelling and more! Cards are 3¼” tall. 29.95

**Grade Level**

1 2 3
Reading Standards, Foundational Skills

Phonics and Word Recognition (Phonics, Word Families, Sight Words)

R.CCR.1–R.CCR.10

**For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “Safety Key,” see the table of contents.**

- **Grade Level K 1 2**
  - GG310X • SIGHT-WORD MAGNETS - COMPLETE SET
    - Our leveled magnets make it easy to introduce sight-words... and practice word identification, reading, word usage and more! Each level includes 25 words that gradually increase in difficulty, plus a guide. Set includes all 4 levels listed below; magnets are approximately 1 1/2" tall.
    - GG317 • Level 1
    - GG322 • Level 2
    - GG326 • Level 3
    - GG339 • Level 4
    - 69.95
  - PH345 • Magnetic Write & Wipe Board - 18" x 24" 29.95

- **Grade Level 1 2 3**
  - JJ890X • BEAT THE CLOCK! SIGHT-WORD PRACTICE BOARDS - COMPLETE SET
    - Students increase sight-word recognition...with fun, fast-paced drills they can complete again & again! Each write & wipe board has 10 pages of drills covering 100 common sight-words. Students set the built-in timer, race to read through the words...then record their scores! Children can even read the words in context—with sight-word phrases on back of each board. All 3 boards.
    - All 3 boards.
    - 69.95
    - JJ891 • Level 1
    - JJ892 • Level 2
    - JJ893 • Level 3
    - 24.95
  - DD105 • Write & Wipe Markers
    - ΔCHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*
    - Set includes 4 black, dry-erase markers.
    - 3.99

- **Grade Level 1 2**
  - HH180X • BUILD A PHRASE! SIGHT-WORD PUZZLES - COMPLETE SET
    - Students boost sight-word recognition & develop early reading skills—one puzzle piece at a time! Each level listed below includes 15 self-correcting, 4-piece puzzles covering 25 different sight-words. Students just match 3 individual sight-words to the corresponding sight-word phrase—and instantly see words in context. Complete set includes all 4 levels, each gradually progressing in difficulty. Each puzzle measures 5" x 6".
    - Complete set includes all 4 levels, each gradually progressing in difficulty.
    - 49.95
    - HH181 • Level 1 (Shown.)
    - HH182 • Level 2
    - HH183 • Level 3
    - HH184 • Level 4
    - 14.95
MONTH-BY-MONTH FLUENCY PRACTICE KITS Jam-packed with poems, songs, stories & more—our kits come with all students need to practice fluency every month of the year! You get 48 reading passages that highlight important seasons, holidays & events...plus an easy-to-see display board perfect for use with small groups. Just pop in a CD to play a modeled reading of each passage...then children practice reading it aloud—with proper expression, pacing & intonation! You get 48 cards, 2 CDs & 12 dividers featuring information about each passage. Plus, the 8½” x 11” cards are reproducible, so they’re great for independent and partner reading, too!

FF156 • Grades 1-2 39.95
FF157 • Grades 3-4 39.95

READERS’ THEATER SCRIPT BOXES Students build fluency—and develop a sense of pacing, intonation, expression and more—with entertaining scripts that are lots of fun to read aloud! In each box, you get a total of 32 scripts (4 copies for each of 8 short plays). The scripts are designed for 4 readers at a time...and each copy of the script has a different character’s lines highlighted—so it’s super-easy for students to follow along and read their parts!

EE987 • Grades 1-2 Script Box (Shown.) 39.95
EE988 • Grades 3-4 Script Box 39.95
EE989 • Grades 5-6 Script Box 39.95
Reading Standards, Foundational Skills

Fluency

R.CCR.1–R.CCR.10

For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “Safety Key,” see the table of contents.

Students spin to practice reading with expression.

Fun-to-read interviews provide practice with dialogue.

Kids read in a variety of genres, then rate each other’s fluency!

Children start the timer, then race to read sight-word phrases!

Most astronauts go to school for a very long time.

The Sun and Wind continued in this way, but neither could convince the other to change his mind.

Grade Level 1 2 3

FF553 • CLASSROOM FLUENCY STATION
Δ CHOKING HAZARD (1).
Not for under 3 yrs.* Our skill-building fluency station is packed with exciting activities that help students develop a sense of pacing, intonation, expression and more! The station features 4 engaging activities for students to complete alone or with a partner, plus all the materials for each activity, including spinners, sliders, reading passages & more. Students just grab the materials they need, then follow the step-by-step instructions to interview their partner, rate each other’s reading accuracy, race against time to read sight-word phrases and more. The freestanding station measures 17” x 22”.

69.95

Grade Level 1 2 3

LL971 • LISTEN, LEARN & READ PARTNER FLUENCY SCRIPTS - GR. 1-3
Students boost reading comprehension, fluency & confidence—as they listen and read with partners! You get 2 copies each of 20 leveled scripts—all with highlighted lines for each partner, so it’s easy for children to take turns reading. Plus, you get a CD that reads each script aloud—so students can actually hear the proper pacing & expression! Includes a guide with differentiated instruction ideas & a reproducible fluency checklist.

29.95

Grade Level 4 5 6

LL972 • LISTEN, LEARN & READ PARTNER FLUENCY SCRIPTS - GR. 4-6
Students build fluency step by step—as they listen to modeled readings...then read aloud with a partner! Our program includes 2 complete sets of 20 leveled scripts—with highlighted text designed just for partner reading. Students listen to each script on CD to get a sense of proper pacing & expression, then take turns reading with a partner to improve speed & accuracy! Includes a guide with differentiated instruction strategies.

29.95
**Reading Standards, Foundational Skills**  
*R.CCR.1–R.CCR.10*

**Fluency**

**Grade Level 1 2 3**

**EE501 • BUILDING FLUENCY CARD BANK - GR. 1-3**

Our fluency-building card bank makes it easy for students to practice oral reading skills—boosting speed, accuracy & word recognition as they go! The cards feature a variety of fiction, nonfiction and poetry passages—all with a word count at the end of each line. Students use the included timers to read aloud for 1 minute, then record the number of words they've read correctly! You get 80 cards at 10 different reading levels...plus 4 timers, 4 write & wipe reading checklists, a reproducible progress chart and a guide.

Cards are 8 ½” x 11”.

**49.95**

**Grade Level 4 5 6**

**EE503 • BUILDING FLUENCY CARD BANK - GR. 4-6**

Give students the practice they need to boost reading fluency—with leveled passages that help them build skills step by step! You get 80 cards divided into 10 different reading levels—each with line-by-line word counts that help children monitor their own progress. Students just use the included timers as they read each fiction, nonfiction or poetry passage aloud for 1 minute, then count up the number of words they read correctly! With 4 timers, 4 write & wipe reading checklists, a reproducible progress chart & a guide that includes differentiated instruction strategies.

**49.95**
Reading Standards, Foundational Skills

Fluency

**R.CCR.1–R.CCR.10**

*For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “Safety Key,” see the table of contents.

---

**Grade Level** 1 2 3 4

**HH127 • READ LIKE A PRO! FLUENCY SKILLS CENTER**

Our all-in-one center makes fluency practice a breeze—with independent activities that reinforce expression, intonation, phrasing & more! You get 24 reading passages in a variety of genres, plus 6 reproducible activity cards that each cover a different fluency skill. Students simply select a passage to read, then follow the step-by-step instructions to complete the corresponding activity on their own! Plus, the passages gradually increase in difficulty, so children can choose the level that’s right for them! 11½" center includes 4 fluency timers. 29.95

**Grade Level** 2 3 4

**DD650X • GENRES OF LITERATURE SCRIPT BOXES - GR. 1-2**

Students discover a mysterious lake monster, meet penguins from outer space & more—with our lively scripts! Each script is designed for 4 readers at a time—and each copy of the script has a different character’s lines highlighted, so it’s easy to follow along. All 4 boxes, each with 16 scripts (4 each of 4 plays), plus a guide with a reproducible assessment rubric. 79.95

DD684 • Historical Fiction 22.95
DD682 • Mystery 22.95
DD681 • Adventure 22.95
DD683 • Fantasy 22.95

**Grade Level** 3 4

**DD680X • GENRES OF LITERATURE SCRIPT BOXES - GR. 3-4**

Children travel back in time, journey beneath Earth’s surface & more—with exciting scripts that are just the right level for 3rd & 4th grade readers! Each script is designed for 4 readers at a time, with each character’s lines highlighted for easy reading. All 4 boxes, each with 16 scripts (4 each of 4 plays), plus a guide with a reproducible assessment rubric. 79.95

DD688 • Historical Fiction 22.95
DD686 • Mystery 22.95
DD685 • Adventure 22.95
DD687 • Fantasy (Shown.) 22.95
Writing Standards

Text Types and Purposes

W.CCR.1–W.CCR.10

FF425 • WRITING ACTIVITY STATION
△CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*

Students build essential writing skills—with a fun-filled activity station that lets them work at their own pace! Our station features 4 different activities, all designed for up to 4 children to work at once—with 4 sets of hands-on materials, plus a double-sided, tent-based flip book. Just set out the materials, introduce the activity...then students follow the step-by-step instructions to produce poetry, descriptive writing, imaginative writing and more! Includes an activity guide with reproducibles.  49.95

FF727 • MY FIRST JOURNAL
Our unlined journal encourages children to explore early writing—without worrying about staying on the baselines! With an alphabet page & sight-word list. 60 pages.  2.79

FF728 • My First Journal - Set of 10  8" x 10 1/2".  24.95

FF236 • SEQUENCE & WRITE STORY TILES
Our fun-to-sequence story tiles are specially designed to get students writing creatively—as they describe the setting & characters, explain the story’s plot, and more! Set includes 10 sequencing mats & 10 different sets of illustrated story tiles. Students place the tiles in order on their mat, then use the pictures to write their own story step by step! There are even key words on the back of each tile to get students started. With 60 tiles total; mats are 4 1/2" x 16 1/2".  29.95

AA786 • MY FIRST DRAW & WRITE JOURNAL
The perfect journal for beginners—with writing & drawing space, plus alphabet reference pages for extra help. Measures 8" x 10 1/2"; 60 pp.  3.49

AA787 • My First Draw & Write Journal - Set of 10  8" x 10 1/2".  32.95

Grade Level 1 2 3

Activity 1: A Day in the Life of... Writing Prompts

Activity 2: Build-A-Sentence

Activity 3: Real-World Writing

Activity 4: Writing Frame Activity Rings
READY TO WRITE! PROMPT BOXES
Our involving prompts are a great way to get young writers started! Each level includes 100 ready-to-use prompt cards that provide focused practice with 5 essential writing styles: descriptive, informative, imaginative, narrative & persuasive. The cards feature step-by-step instructions and easy-to-follow writing prompts, so students can easily complete the writing activities on their own. Each set comes in a storage box with tabbed dividers for easy access, and includes a wooden display stand. Cards are 8" x 8".

AA469 • Grades 1-3  49.95    AA569 • Grades 4-6  49.95

WRITING ACTIVITY POCKETS
From a newspaper review of a favorite movie to a creative poem about a beloved animal, our thought-provoking activity pockets give students lots to write about! In each grade-appropriate set, you get 12 themed pockets, each with 3 leveled writing prompts on front that gradually progress in difficulty. Plus, each pocket also includes 8 illustrated idea cards (for a total of 96 idea cards)—all with fun facts or key words printed on back, so it’s easy for students to start writing. Students just grab a pocket, select a prompt and an idea card…then write about creatures under the sea, important landmarks in the United States, objects in outer space and more! Activity pockets are 6 ½" x 8".

FF521 • Writing Pockets - K-Gr. 1  29.95
FF522 • Writing Pockets - Gr. 2-3  (Shown.)  29.95
FF523 • Writing Pockets - Gr. 4-5  29.95

“For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “Safety Key,” see the table of contents.”
**Writing Standards**

**Text Types and Purposes**

W.CCR.1–W.CCR.10

---

**AA997 • BUILD-A-STORY FLIP BOOK**

Our easy-to-use flip book gives students a fun, hands-on way to create their own stories! Children simply flip through the cards to choose the elements for their story...then fill in the details on their own! Measures 4 3⁄4" x 8 1⁄2"; with 4 sets of 20 flips.

**Grade Level** 1 2 3

**Order by phone** (800) 778-4456 • **Order by fax** (800) 537-5403 • **Order online** www.lakeshorelearning.com

**12.95**

---

**GG139 • BUILD-A-PARAGRAPH FLIP BOOK**

Our flip book gives students all the elements they need to write complete paragraphs one step at a time! It features 72 flip cards that let students choose their own topics...select 3 detail words to include in supporting sentences...then choose pre-printed conclusions to make their paragraphs complete! The book is 5" x 8 1⁄2".

**Grade Level** 2 3

**12.95**

---

**WA400X • MEETING WRITING STANDARDS ACTIVITY SERIES**

Our comprehensive series helps students explore all the essential forms of writing—and meet grade-appropriate standards along the way! Each reproducible book in the series is packed with activity-filled lessons—all with the targeted standards—plus assessments, rubrics and more. Series includes all 5 books listed below, each 144 pages.

**Series Price** 75.00

Each book is also available separately.

**Each** 15.99

**WA401 • Narrative Writing**

**WA405 • Poetry Writing**

**WA403 • Descriptive Writing**

**WA404 • Persuasive Writing**

**WA402 • Expository Writing**

---

Order by phone (800) 778-4456 • Order by fax (800) 537-5403 • Order online www.lakeshorelearning.com
Writing Standards

W.CCR.1–W.CCR.10

For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “Safety Key,” see the table of contents.

Production and Distribution of Writing
(Writing Process)

- **JJ537** • MY FIRST WRITING PROMPTS JOURNAL
  
  With simple prompts, handy picture-word banks and lots of room to write and draw...our journal makes it easy for beginners to start writing! Measures 8” x 10 1⁄2”; 50 pages.  
  
  Grade Level 1 2 3 4 5 6

- DD728 • DEVELOPING WRITING SKILLS MAGNETIC TEACHING CHARTS
  
  Students develop the skills they need to write in 8 essential styles...with jumbo teaching charts that help them organize their thoughts—before they start writing! 8 write & wipe charts each have a different graphic organizer that can be used with any writing topic. Just stick a chart onto a magnetic surface, then work with students to fill it in as you discuss the main idea, supporting details, story elements & more. The guide even has reproducible versions of each chart for independent practice! Charts are 17” x 22”.
  
  Grade Level 1 2 3 4 5 6

- **RR630** • Draw & Write Journal - Set of 10
  
  Ideal for slightly older children—with more lined writing space, plus room for drawing! With a writing guide and a high frequency word list. 8” x 10 1⁄2”; 60 pages.  
  
  Grade Level 1 2

- **JJ698** • WRITE & PUBLISH ACTIVITY CENTER
  
  Students get practical experience with writing & publishing...with fun-to-complete projects they can do independently! Our center features 24 different activity cards that guide students through each project step by step—from creating a travel brochure to writing a newspaper article. Best of all, the back of each card features reproducible materials for each activity—children just follow the simple instructions to complete them on their own! The activity cards come in a handy easel box for easy display; the 12” x 12” box folds flat for convenient storage.
  
  Grade Level 2 3 4

*For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “Safety Key,” see the table of contents.*
Production and Distribution of Writing (Writing Process)

FF358 • THE WRITING PROCESS
STUDENT FOLDER
This handy folder guides students step by step through the writing process—with fold-out pockets that store everything from the initial story map to the final draft! Plus, each side of the folder is jam-packed with information to help students along the way, including topic ideas, an editing checklist and more. Students just follow the simple steps on each of the 4 inside pockets…and produce a polished piece every time! Folder is 9 ½" x 12". Each 1.95

FF359 • The Writing Process Student Folder - Set of 10 16.95

GG181 • THE WRITER’S NOTEBOOK
Our handy notebook walks students through every step of the writing process—from choosing a topic to revising & editing! It has plenty of space for students to write, plus word lists, organizers, checklists—even self-evaluations to help develop effective writing strategies! 9" x 11 ¾" notebook is 64 pages long. Each 4.29

GG182 • The Writer’s Notebook - Set of 10 39.95

HH139 • 10-MINUTE MINI LESSONS FOR WRITING
Boost essential writing skills...with ready-to-use lessons that take just 10 minutes to teach! You get 50 lesson cards that cover everything from using apostrophes & creating descriptive sentences to writing a plot-driven story...plus 50 different reproducible write & wipe mats—one for each lesson. Just follow the lesson’s simple instructions to introduce each skill...then students complete the corresponding activity—identifying nouns & verbs, writing a narrative & more! Mats are 8 ½" x 11".* 49.95

DD105 • Write & Wipe Markers  Δ CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.* Set of 4 black, dry-erase markers. 3.99
Writing Standards

W.CCR.1–W.CCR.10

FF150X • STEP-BY-STEP WRITING CENTERS - COMPLETE SET
From brainstorming to publishing, our easy-to-use centers guide students through the entire writing process—step by step! 5 centers each include all children need to explore a different writing style—like pre-writing & revising cards, editing checklists, plus a tent-based story board with a different writing sample & helpful hints on each side. You also get graphic organizers to help young writers formulate their thoughts, writing prompts on cubes & spinners to spark ideas... even a flip book with creative ways to publish children's work!

99.00

FF151 • Imaginative Writing
24.95

FF152 • Narrative Writing
24.95

FF153 • Informative Writing
24.95

FF154 • Descriptive Writing
24.95

FF155 • Persuasive Writing
24.95

DD105 • Write & Wipe Markers
\( \Delta \text{CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.} \)
Set of 4 black, dry-erase markers.
3.99

Research to Build and Present Knowledge

W.CCR.1–W.CCR.10

DD131 • RESEARCH & REPORT WRITING CENTER
Students develop the skills needed to research & write their own reports... with ready-to-use activities that guide them through the entire process! 40 activity cards each have a nonfiction reading passage—covering everything from Jackie Robinson to the Grand Canyon—plus a write & wipe graphic organizer on back to identify key facts & organize information. Students just read the passage, flip the card over to complete the activity...then write the full report on their own! 11 3/4” center includes a guide.

39.95

DD105 • Write & Wipe Markers
\( \Delta \text{CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.} \)
Set of 4 black, dry-erase markers.
3.99

*For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “Safety Key,” see the table of contents.
JJ634 • CLASSROOM WRITING CENTER
All the tools beginners need to master early printing skills—indipendently! Children can practice printing uppercase letters with our alphabet stencils...stamp and trace simple words with our follow-the-dots picture-word stamps...or use over 80 reference cards to copy everything from number and color words to essential sight-words! The freestanding, 19" x 39 1/2" nylon center includes a handy card showing the whole alphabet for easy reference. Pencils and paper are not included. 69.95

HM437 • MERRIAM-WEBSTER’S ELEMENTARY DICTIONARY
Includes 36,000 definitions & over 900 color illustrations, plus a handy usage guide, word histories and more. Hardcover; 848 pages. 17.95

BP8150 • MERRIAM-WEBSTER’S INTERMEDIATE DICTIONARY
Nearly 70,000 entries selected just for advancing students! With 1,000 illustrations, 22,000 usage examples & more. Hardcover; 1,024 pp. 17.95

HM983 • AMERICAN HERITAGE FIRST DICTIONARY
Perfect for beginning students—with over 2,000 clear & simple definitions, helpful illustrations, sample sentences and more. Hardcover; 416 pages. 17.95

HM231 • AMERICAN HERITAGE CHILDREN’S DICTIONARY
Designed for advancing students, with over 25,000 definitions, full-color photos, synonyms and word histories. Hardcover; 885 pages. 19.95

HH256 • SCIENCE JOURNAL - GR. 1-2
With 30 pages for observations and experiments, plus 30 pages for science vocabulary, our handy journal is the perfect way for children to record their science discoveries! Students just follow simple prompts to record the results of up to 15 different classroom experiments—including what they did, what they saw, what happened & what they learned—then list & define new vocabulary words! The spiral-bound, 7 1/2” x 10” journal is 60 pages long. Each 2.95

HH257 • Science Journal - Gr. 1-2 - Set of 10
27.95

HH258 • SCIENCE JOURNAL - GR. 3-5
Our handy journal lets students record their classroom science experiments—providing plenty of space for observations, discoveries, vocabulary & more! Spiral-bound journal has room for up to 15 different experiments—with helpful prompts that encourage students to record each stage of the scientific process. There are even 30 pages for scientific vocabulary—so students can write and define key terms! 60-page journal is 7 1/2” x 10”.

HH259 • Science Journal - Gr. 3-5 - Set of 10
27.95
*For an explanation of Lakeshore's “Safety Key,” see the table of contents.
**Speaking and Listening Standards**

**SL.CCR.1–SL.CCR.6**

---

### LET'S TALK!

**LANGUAGE BOXES - COMPLETE SET**

Our language boxes are packed with exciting prompts that really get students talking...and building essential communication skills! Each 6" box contains 50 prompts highlighting fun topics children will love to talk about—from favorite animals and books to birthdays and holidays. And because the prompts are all open-ended, they help develop higher-order thinking skills...and give children the practice they need to boost speaking and conversation skills. Complete set includes all 3 boxes listed below, for a total of 150 prompts.

- **LL775X**
  - Phonemic Awareness
  - **39.95**

- **LL788**
  - Vocabulary
  - **14.95**

- **LL797**
  - Oral Language
  - **14.95**

Each box is also available separately.

- **LL789**
  - Phonemic Awareness
  - **14.95**

- **LL788**
  - Vocabulary
  - **14.95**

- **LL797**
  - Oral Language
  - **14.95**

---

### WRAP-AROUND LANGUAGE GAMES

Our easy-to-play games let the whole class master essential language skills...together! Each leveled set features 5 different card games that explore a variety of important skills—from recognizing sight-words to identifying the main idea. Simply pass out the cards, and invite any student to ask the question shown on his card. The student with the correct answer then calls it out...and players continue to ask & answer questions until the game wraps around the room—and ends with the person who started it! Each set includes 175 cards.

- **FF751**
  - Wrap-Around Language Games - Gr. 1-2
  - **24.95**

- **FF752**
  - Wrap-Around Language Games - Gr. 3-4
  - **24.95**

- **FF753**
  - Wrap-Around Language Games - Gr. 5-6
  - **24.95**

---

### FLUENCY & COMPREHENSION PARTNER SCRIPTS

Students build fluency and comprehension skills...as they read high-interest passages together—then quiz each other on what they have read! Each box comes with 2 copies each of 12 different reading passages—including stories, poems, nonfiction selections and more—for a total of 24 script folders. Plus, each folder features a self-checking slider card with corresponding questions designed to reinforce comprehension skills. Students simply take turns reading the highlighted parts of their scripts...then ask each other the comprehension questions to practice recalling key details, making inferences and more!

- **FF478**
  - Grades 1-2 (Shown.)
  - **39.95**

- **FF479**
  - Grades 3-4
  - **39.95**

---

Order by phone (800) 778-4456 • Order by fax (800) 537-5403 • Order online www.lakeshorelearning.com
WRAP-AROUND VOCABULARY GAMES
Children explore prefixes, suffixes, synonyms and more, with fun-filled vocabulary games the whole class can play together! Each game set listed at right includes 5 different card games. Just choose a game and pass out the cards...then invite one student to ask the question shown on his card. The student with the correct answer then calls it out...and players continue to ask & answer questions until the game wraps around the classroom—and ends with the person who started it! Each level-appropriate set includes a total of 175 cards (35 for each game).

Grade Level | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6

LL431 • Wrap-Around Games - Gr. 1-2  24.95
LL432 • Wrap-Around Games - Gr. 3-4  24.95
LL433 • Wrap-Around Games - Gr. 5-6  24.95

DD304 • DEVELOPING COMPREHENSION SKILLS MAGNETIC TEACHING CHARTS
Our versatile charts make comprehension skills easy to teach—and easy to understand! 8 big, 17" x 22" charts can be used with any book or reading passage: Simply stick them onto a magnetic surface...and fill them in as you discuss the main idea, analyze characters, predict outcomes & more. Then just wipe them clean...and the charts are ready for the next book! Includes a guide with differentiated instruction strategies, plus reproducibles of each chart for extra practice.  24.95

DD105 • Write & Wipe Markers - Black  △CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  Set of 4.  3.99

*For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “Safety Key,” see the table of contents.
**Speaking and Listening Standards**

**SL.CCR.1–SL.CCR.6**

---

**Order by phone** (800) 778-4456 • **Order by fax** (800) 537-5403 • **Order online** www.lakeshorelearning.com

---

**Grades 1-3**

**EE368 • VOCABULARY QUIZ GAME SHOW - GR. 1-3**
What better way to reinforce essential vocabulary skills than with an action-packed game that gets the whole class involved? Played like "Jeopardy," our game quizzes students in 10 key vocabulary categories—from contractions to compound words—with more than 20 different questions for each category. You get a total of over 230 game cards and a pocket chart; chart measures 28½" x 36¼".  
**HH426 • Vocabulary Quiz Game Show Interactive CD-ROM - Gr. 1-3**

---

**Grades 4-6**

**EE378 • VOCABULARY QUIZ GAME SHOW - GR. 4-6**
From prefixes, suffixes & root words to multiple meanings & analogies—our skill-building game challenges students to master 10 key vocabulary categories! Students choose a category, answer one of more than 200 different questions...then flip the cards over to check their answers. You get a total of over 240 game cards, plus a big, 28½” x 36¼” chart that lets the whole class participate.  
**HH426 • Vocabulary Quiz Game Show Interactive CD-ROM - Gr. 4-6**

---

**HH343 • SEARCH & FIND WORD CLASSIFICATION CHART**
Our classification chart lets the whole class build language skills together...as students describe captivating photos full of action, beauty, humor & more! You get a nylon pocket chart with a built-in write and wipe surface, plus 40 photo cards & 16 category cards covering everything from people and places to adjectives and verbs. Simply place a photo card into the chart, add 4 category cards...and students hunt for words in each category that describe what's shown in the photo! Then just flip the photo card over to check the answers on back. 20" x 28½" chart comes complete with 4 blank write & wipe cards to add your own categories.  
**HH417 • SEARCH & FIND WORD CLASSIFICATION CHART**

---

**Write & wipe!**

---

**Double-sided photo cards list descriptive words on back!**

---
Speaking and Listening Standards

SL.CCR.1–SL.CCR.6

Comprehension and Collaboration/
Presentation of Knowledge and Ideas

Interactive CD-ROM

Grade Level 1 2

HH890X • FICTION & NONFICTION COMPREHENSION
ACTIVITIES INTERACTIVE CD-ROMS - COMPLETE SET

Our interactive CD-ROMs make it easy to practice comprehension skills with the whole class! Each disc features 4 engaging e-books—2 fiction and 2 nonfiction titles—plus 4 corresponding activities. Simply press play to listen as the CD-ROM narrates the story and highlights each word of the text—so students can easily follow along! Then switch to activity mode to complete skill-building activities that correspond to the text—helping students sequence events, match up causes & effects, summarize events, and more. We’ve even included extra features that make teaching a breeze, including helpful glossaries and an interactive pencil tool for spotlighting key vocabulary & text elements! Complete set includes all 4 CD-ROMs listed below. For Mac/Win.

Downloadable versions available online! Visit lakeshorelearning.com.

$69.95

Students read each interactive book...

...then complete corresponding activities!

HH891 • Sequencing Activities Interactive CD-ROM
Children master sequencing skills as they read along with 4 engaging electronic books...then complete corresponding activities to put the main events in order. As students work, they sequence everything from the life cycle of a butterfly to a family vacation! $19.95

HH892 • Cause & Effect Activities Interactive CD-ROM
Children master cause & effect relationships—and become better readers! Our CD-ROM lets children read 4 engaging electronic books...then match causes to their corresponding effects! $19.95

HH893 • Main Idea Activities Interactive CD-ROM
Students read four different interactive books...then switch over to activity mode to practice recognizing the main idea and sorting the supporting details from each text! $19.95

HH894 • Summarizing Activities Interactive CD-ROM
Children follow along with 4 interactive e-books...then practice summarizing the text as they build their own story synopses right on the screen—one important event at a time! $19.95

“For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “Safety Key,” see the table of contents.”
Speaking and Listening Standards

SL.CCR.1–SL.CCR.6

Order by phone (800) 778-4456 • Order by fax (800) 537-5403 • Order online www.lakeshorelearning.com

Highlight the Clues Interactive CD-ROMs

HIGHLIGHT THE CLUES COMPREHENSION ACTIVITIES INTERACTIVE CD-ROMS

Students learn strategies that boost comprehension—with interactive activities that highlight clues in the text! Each CD-ROM includes 15 leveled, high-interest passages that children can read independently—or they can follow along as the disc narrates the text word for word. After students read a passage, they answer 3 comprehension questions. There's even an interactive pencil tool to underline key phrases as they work! When they're ready, students just touch a button to highlight the clues that lead to the answers—for extra help & instant reinforcement! Mac/Win.

Downloadable versions available online! Visit lakeshorelearning.com.

HH841 • Highlight the Clues Interactive CD-ROM - Gr. 1-2 From a mystery about a gold ring to the true story of Phillis Wheatley—students read high-interest text...then highlight the clues that help build comprehension! 14.95

HH842 • Highlight the Clues Interactive CD-ROM - Gr. 3-4 Students just click a button to highlight comprehension-building clues—as they read and answer questions about Albert Einstein, a mysterious cupcake, a ship from outer space & more! 14.95

HH843 • Highlight the Clues Interactive CD-ROM - Gr. 5-6 Our interactive program shows students how to find clues to boost comprehension—as they read 15 leveled mysteries, fantasies and more! 14.95

HH831 • Nonfiction Plinko Interactive CD-ROM - Gr. 1-2 Students analyze leveled, grade-appropriate text—exploring life cycles, historical figures, the planets and much more! 19.95

HH832 • Nonfiction Plinko Interactive CD-ROM - Gr. 3-4 As contestants race to win points in our leveled, interactive game, they read for details, analyze diagrams, identify cause & effect, and more! 19.95

HH833 • Nonfiction Plinko Interactive CD-ROM - Gr. 5-6 Children boost comprehension with level-appropriate text—as they find the main idea, determine cause & effect, interpret charts, and more! 19.95
Speaking and Listening Standards

SL.CCR.1–SL.CCR.6

Comprehension and Collaboration/
Presentation of Knowledge and Ideas

Interactivie CD-ROM

Grade Level 1 2 3

HH810X • READING COMPREHENSION
INTERACTIVE GAMES CD-ROM LIBRARY - GR. 1-3

Comprehension practice is more fun than ever—with action-packed, interactive games that students will love to play! Each on-screen game in our library is played just like a regular board game—only with lively animation and sound effects that get the whole class super-excited about learning...plus pop-up hazards & surprise bonuses that add to the fun. To play, students simply read short, level-appropriate passages on the screen...then advance through the game by predicting outcomes, using context clues, identifying facts & opinions, and more! You get all 6 CD-ROMs shown below. For Mac/Win.

79.95

Downloadable versions available online! Visit lakeshorelearning.com.

For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “Safety Key,” see the table of contents.
Add action and adventure to comprehension practice—with interactive games that build essential skills as students play! Our CD-ROM library includes 6 different games that each target a specific reading skill—challenging players to make inferences as they snowboard down a mountain, identify cause & effect on a quest for precious jewels, and more. Best of all, each game has tons of features to keep children super-engaged—like fun animation & sound effects that provide instant reinforcement…plus hidden hazards that pop up at every turn! All 6 CD-ROMs shown below. For Mac/Win.

Downloadable versions available online! Visit lakeshorelearning.com.

**HH821 • Inference Game CD-ROM**
Students use their reading skills to practice making inferences—as they ride snowboards down a hazardous mountain!
14.95

**HH822 • Main Idea Game CD-ROM**
Players practice identifying main ideas—as they zip around Main Street’s mall on a fabulous shopping spree!
14.95

**HH823 • Reading Comprehension Game CD-ROM**
A winding maze where students build comprehension skills…as they race to capture flags & try to be the first to find the way out!
14.95

**HH824 • Reading for Information Game CD-ROM**
Children master reading for information—as they try to escape the many perils of Shipwreck Island!
14.95

**HH825 • Cause & Effect Game CD-ROM**
Players explore cause & effect—on a journey to discover precious jewels and return them to the sultan’s palace!
14.95

**HH826 • Vocabulary Game CD-ROM**
Players develop their vocabulary as they surf a crashing tidal wave, but treacherous rocks, circling sharks and a broken board may cause a wipeout!
14.95

Order by phone (800) 778-4456 • Order by fax (800) 537-5403 • Order online www.lakeshorelearning.com
L.CCR.1–L.CCR.6

**Language Standards**

**Conventions of Standard English**

*For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “Safety Key,” see the table of contents.*
Students get a hands-on grasp of contractions—with a skill-building activity center that lets them work at their own pace! Our instant center has everything students need to build skills independently: Just set out the materials…then students use activity mats and fun word tiles to analyze and build each contraction—and develop grammar skills step by step! The center has enough materials for up to 4 students to work at once, including a double-sided instruction chart that gives everyone easy access to the activities…and simple instructions that are a cinch for students to follow. Includes 4 activity mats and 4 draw-string bags that each contain 18 tiles…plus a guide with differentiated instruction strategies and a write & wipe assessment card to track students’ progress.

Students get a concrete grasp of sentence structure—with a skill-building activity center that lets them work at their own pace! Our instant center has everything students need to build skills independently: Just set out the materials…then students use the included write & wipe mats and fun-to-spin wheels to build and write tons of sentences! The center has enough materials for up to 4 students to work at once, including a double-sided instruction chart that gives everyone easy access to the activities…and simple instructions that are a cinch for students to follow on their own. Includes 4 activity mats, 4 sentence building wheels, and 4 write & wipe markers…plus a guide with differentiated instruction strategies and a write & wipe assessment card to track students’ progress.

Students practice punctuation & capitalization—with a skill-building activity center that lets them work at their own pace! Our instant center has everything students need to build skills independently: Just set out the materials…then students use the included write & wipe sentence cards and handy sorting mats to correct a variety of sentences! The center has enough materials for up to 4 students to work at once, including a double-sided instruction chart that gives everyone easy access to the activities…and simple instructions that are a cinch for students to follow on their own. Includes 4 sorting mats, 4 pouches that each include 15 different sentence cards, 4 write & wipe markers…plus a guide with differentiated instruction strategies and a write & wipe assessment card to track students’ progress.

Students master plural nouns…with a skill-building learning center that lets them work at their own pace! Our instant center has everything students need to build skills independently: Just set out the materials, then students use the included activity mats and wheel cards to match up singular nouns with their plurals! The center has enough materials for up to 4 students to work at once, including a double-sided instruction chart that gives everyone easy access to the activities…and simple instructions that are a cinch for students to follow. Includes 4 activity mats, 4 wheel cards and 4 write & wipe markers…plus a guide with differentiated instruction strategies and a write & wipe assessment card to track students’ progress.
Language Standards

L.CCR.1–L.CCR.6

Conventions of Standard English

For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “Safety Key,” see the table of contents.
CORRECT THE SENTENCE! DAILY JOURNALS
Reinforce punctuation, capitalization & more...with skill-building activities for every day of the school year! Each journal has daily, level-appropriate sentences that contain grammatical errors. Students just rewrite each sentence correctly—and build grammar skills day by day! 7" x 8 1/2”; 84-86 pages.

Grade Level 1 2 3 4 5 6
Level Each Set of 10
Grades 1-2 DD959 3.49 DD958 32.95
Grades 3-4 DD957 3.49 DD956 32.95
Grades 5-6 DD955 3.49 DD954 32.95

HH251 • GRAMMAR & WRITING FOLDER GAMES LIBRARY
What better way to boost reading & writing skills than with super-appealing games that students love to play! Includes 10 different, self-checking games that get children excited about learning. Best of all, the games come ready to play: Students just grab a folder filled with everything they need for independent practice, then follow the easy instructions to build skills at their own pace! Folders are 9 1/4" x 11 5/8".

29.95

HH254 • WORD WORK FOLDER GAMES LIBRARY
What better way to boost reading & writing skills than with super-appealing games that students love to play! Includes 10 different, self-checking games that get children excited about learning. Best of all, the games come ready to play: Students just grab a folder filled with everything they need for independent practice, then follow the easy instructions to build skills at their own pace! Folders are 9 1/4" x 11 5/8".

29.95

Match & Sort Word Work Quickies
Our independent card games take just minutes to play—helping students build language skills in a fun & involving way! Comes with 8 ready-to-play card games in 8 individual pouches. Students just grab a pouch, then follow the 3-step instructions to play. 8 different games; game box is 8 3/8".

24.95

Match & Sort Word Work Quickies
Our independent card games take just minutes to play—helping students build language skills in a fun & involving way! Comes with 8 ready-to-play card games in 8 individual pouches. Students just grab a pouch, then follow the 3-step instructions to play. 8 different games; game box is 8 3/8".

24.95

Order by phone (800) 778-4456 • Order by fax (800) 537-5403 • Order online www.lakeshorelearning.com
FF198 • VOCABULARY FOLDER GAME LIBRARY
△CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.* As children play our exciting folder games, they get hands-on, independent practice with opposites, positional words, number and color words, and more! Our library features 10 self-checking folder games covering 7 essential language skills. Students select a game and the corresponding pouch of game pieces...then just follow the picture instructions for tons of skill-building fun. Plus, all the pieces come pre-cut and sorted—so there's no prep work required! Comes in a sturdy storage box; folders are 9 1⁄4" x 11 5⁄8". 29.95

FF423 • VOCABULARY ACTIVITY STATION
△CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.* Students build essential vocabulary skills—with a fun-filled activity station that lets them work at their own pace! Our station features 4 different activities, all designed for up to 4 children to work at once—with 4 sets of hands-on materials, plus a double-sided, tent-based flip book. Just set out the materials, introduce the activity...then students follow the step-by-step instructions to explore synonyms & antonyms, multiple-meaning words, homophones and more! Includes answer cards and an activity guide with reproducibles. 49.95

FF470X • VOCABULARY MATCH-UPS - COMPLETE SET As students put together our skill-building match-ups, they explore prefixes, suffixes, multiple-meaning words and more! Each set includes twelve 3-piece puzzles that focus on a specific vocabulary skill. Children simply match words to their corresponding pictures or definitions—as they pair up homophones, identify synonyms & antonyms, define words using context clues, and more! Plus, the puzzles are all self-correcting for instant reinforcement. Each puzzle measures 5" x 6". The complete set includes all 6 puzzle sets listed below—for a total of 72 puzzles. 69.95

Each puzzle set is also available separately:
FF472 • Context Clues 12.95
FF473 • Prefixes & Suffixes 12.95
FF474 • Multiple Meanings 12.95
FF475 • Homophones 12.95
FF476 • Antonyms 12.95
FF477 • Synonyms 12.95

*For an explanation of Lakeshore's “Safety Key,” see the table of contents.
Knowledge of Language / Vocabulary Acquisition and Use

L.CCR.1–L.CCR.6

**COMPOUND WORDS MAGNETIC ACTIVITY CENTER**
Students use handy word magnets to get hands-on practice with compound words! Our center includes a freestanding magnetic board and an attached flip book with 10 self-checking activities. Students just flip to an activity and follow the simple instructions to build compound words and predict their meanings...then flip the cards over to check their work! 8 1/2” x 11” board includes 101 word magnets in a pouch, plus a guide.

**SYNONYMS & ANTONYMS MAGNETIC ACTIVITY CENTER**
Students use handy word magnets to get hands-on practice with synonyms and antonyms! Our center includes a freestanding magnetic board and an attached flip book with 10 self-checking activities. Students just flip to an activity and follow the simple instructions to match up synonym and antonym pairs...then flip the cards over to check their work! 8 1/2” x 11” board includes 109 word magnets in a pouch, plus a guide.

**PREFIXES & SUFFIXES MAGNETIC ACTIVITY CENTER**
Students use color-coded magnets to get hands-on practice with common prefixes and suffixes! Our center includes a freestanding magnetic board and an attached flip book with 10 self-checking activities. Students just flip to an activity and follow the simple instructions to build words with prefixes and suffixes...then flip the cards over to check their work! 8 1/2” x 11” board includes 119 prefix, suffix and root word magnets in a pouch, plus a guide.

**HOMOPHONES MAGNETIC ACTIVITY CENTER**
Students use handy word magnets to get hands-on practice with homophones! Our center includes a freestanding magnetic board and an attached flip book with 10 self-checking activities. Students just flip to an activity and follow the simple instructions to match up homophone pairs...then flip the cards over to check their work! 8 1/2” x 11” board includes 103 word magnets in a pouch, plus a guide.

**READY-TO-GO VOCABULARY SORTING CHART**
Our ready-to-use sorting chart sets up in a flash...and comes with everything students need to build language skills independently! Easy-to-tote chart comes with 10 category cards and 70 sorting cards. Kids just slide the self-checking category cards into the chart...then sort the corresponding word and phrase cards into the pockets below—for hands-on practice with prefixes, suffixes, similes and more! 11” x 17” chart has a pocket on front for easy card storage.

**VOCABULARY JOURNAL**
Building vocabulary is easier than ever—with a handy journal that lets students record, organize and use tons of new words! Each journal has room for 120 vocabulary entries—with space for students to write definitions, synonyms and sample sentences for each word. There are even picture boxes for adding illustrations—a terrific way to remember each word’s meaning! 60-page journal measures 8” x 10 1/2”. Each 3.49

**VOCABULARY JOURNAL - Set of 10** 32.95

Order by phone (800) 778-4456 • Order by fax (800) 537-5403 • Order online www.lakeshorelearning.com
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Language Standards

TRICKY WORDS & PHRASES

From “which” & “witch” to “piece of cake”—our teaching cards make tricky words & phrases easy to understand! Each sturdy, laminated card features a different idiom, homophone pair or multiple-meaning word—with simple sentences that show how it’s used in context, plus a picture clue for extra reinforcement. We’ve even included activity ideas that provide targeted practice with each word or phrase, so students really master them all! 3 sets (total of 120 cards); 7” x 9”. 49.95

Understanding Idioms
Set includes 40 teaching cards. 19.95

Understanding Homophones
Set includes 40 teaching cards. 19.95

Understanding Multiple Meanings
Set includes 40 teaching cards. 19.95

BUILDING VOCABULARY LISTENING CENTER

SKILL PACKS - COMPLETE SET

Students identify synonyms, decode context clues & more…with self-guided activities they can complete on their own! Just pop in a CD, then children use the write & wipe cards to complete activities at their own pace. They can even check their work as they go! All 6 packs; each has a CD, plus enough materials for 4 students to complete 4 different activities. 139.00

Each pack is also available separately.

Each pack includes 4 different activities…with enough materials for 4 students at a time!
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Write & wipe!

**LL441 • WORD WEB ACTIVITY KIT**
Build vocabulary skills one step at a time—with a hands-on kit that introduces 30 important prefixes, suffixes and root words! You get a 20” x 27” pocket chart with a word web on top and a write & wipe board below...plus 210 color-coded vocabulary cards. Simply place a prefix, suffix or root card onto the chart, then encourage students to find 6 vocabulary cards with the same prefix, suffix or root...and build a web of related words! Students can even write each word in a sentence to reinforce its meaning. Includes an activity guide.

**Grade Level** 2 3 4 5 6

**DD107 • Write & Wipe Markers - Broad-Tip**
Set of 4 black, dry-erase markers.

**EE270 • VOCABULARY LEARNING GAMES LIBRARY**
Students solve prefix puzzles, match up antonyms, race through the dictionary & more—with hands-on games that build skills as children play! Perfect for independent or small-group practice, each game targets a specific vocabulary skill—with enough materials for up to 4 players at once, plus a super-simple format that students can pick up and play on their own. Complete library includes all 8 games listed at right, in a 13⅞” display box.

Each game is also available separately.

**shown:** EE277  Context Clues Game

Each game highlights a different concept...with enough materials for 4 players at a time!

**Knowledge of Language / Vocabulary Acquisition and Use**

*For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “Safety Key,” see the table of contents.*
VOCABULARY BINGO

Students enjoy our fun-filled bingo games—and develop essential vocabulary skills as they play! Each game highlights a different skill...and comes with enough mats and chips for up to 36 players. Each library below includes 4 level-appropriate games.

JJ990X • Bingo Library - Gr. 1-3  (Shown.)  36.00
JJ400X • Bingo Library - Gr. 4-6  36.00

Grade Level  1  2  3  4  5  6

VOCABULARY PRACTICE QUIZ CARDS

Students get focused practice using context clues, defining idioms, identifying synonyms & antonyms, and more...as they complete our quick, high-interest quiz cards! Each double-sided card features multiple-choice questions that target an essential vocabulary skill, giving students valuable test prep practice. You get 125 cards in 5 skill areas, plus 5 answer cards—all in a sturdy box for easy organization. Cards are 4" x 6".

LL883 • VOCABULARY PRACTICE QUIZ CARDS  29.95

WORD LAB QUIZ GAMES

Our fun-to-use Word Lab features 36 skill-building games and over 2,000 questions that quiz students on synonyms, antonyms, plurals and more...while flashing lights & sound effects provide immediate reinforcement! Runs on 4 "AA" batteries (not incl.) or AC adaptor (sold below).

WD112 • WORD LAB QUIZ GAMES  69.95

AA Adaptor   12.95

AA644 • Synonym & Antonym Safari Adventure  24.95
AA466 • Sunken Suffixes  24.95

Order by phone (800) 778-4456 • Order by fax (800) 537-5403 • Order online www.lakeshorelearning.com
Language Standards

Knowledge of Language / Vocabulary Acquisition and Use

L.CCR.1–L.CCR.6

Grade Level 4 5 6

DD540 • VOCABULARY BUILDING GAMES LIBRARY -
GR. 4-6 As students play our fast-paced vocabulary games, they
explore context clues, master multiple-meaning words and more!
Set includes all 4 games listed below, each with 50-65 question cards
written in standardized test format. Library comes complete with a
sturdy metal storage rack; games are for 2-4 players. 95.00
DD451 • Synonym & Antonym Gold Rush  (Shown.) 24.95
DD452 • Prefix/Suffix Cosmic Conquest  24.95
DD453 • Multiple Meanings Around the World  24.95
DD454 • Context Clues Mystery Mansion  24.95

Grade Level 1 2

HH454 • WHAT’S THE QUESTION? VOCABULARY GAME
Students get the practice they need to boost reading skills—one question at
a time! Designed for up to 4 players at once, children take turns drawing
question cards & searching for the answers on their game mats. If they have
a match, students cover the answer with the question card—and the first
player to cover his entire mat wins! With 48 question cards, 16 different
8½” x 11” mats & a card tray. 19.95

Grade Level K 1 2 3

DD560X • VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT PHOTO CARD LIBRARIES -
COMPLETE SET Help children build their English vocabulary one word at a time—with
full-color cards that make it easy to integrate students’ native languages! Perfect alone or for
expanding on classroom themes, each library has 50 cards with a photo on front…and the
word on back in English & 13 other languages—from Spanish to Vietnamese. Plus, the
4⅛” x 5½” cards have phonetic pronunciations, so anyone can use them! 5 libraries. 89.95

Each photo card library is also available sep. Each 19.95
DD522 • Around Our Community
DD525 • Animals
DD527 • All About Me
DD529 • School

*For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “Safety Key,” see the table of contents.
Knowledge of Language / Vocabulary Acquisition and Use

L.CCR.1–L.CCR.6

**Grade Level 2 3**

**HH253 • VOCABULARY FOLDER GAMES LIBRARY**
What better way to boost reading & writing skills than with super-appealing games that students love to play! Includes 10 different, self-checking games that get children excited about learning. Best of all, the games come ready to play: Students just grab a folder filled with everything they need for independent practice, then follow the easy instructions to build skills at their own pace! Folders are 9 ⅛” x 11 ¾”.

**29.95**

**Grade Level 2 3**

**HH298 • MATCH & SORT VOCABULARY QUICKIES**
Our independent card games take just minutes to play—helping students build language skills in a fun & involving way! Comes with 8 ready-to-play card games in 8 individual pouches. Students just grab a pouch, then follow the 3-step instructions to play. 8 different games; game box is 8¼”.

**24.95**

**Grade Level 1 2 3 4 5 6**

**LL400X • TRICKY WORDS & PHRASES TEACHING CARDS - SET 2**
From confusing similes like “busy as a bee” to misused words like “lie” and “lay”—our teaching cards help students understand tons of tricky words and phrases! The durable, laminated cards feature easy-to-read sentences and simple definitions that introduce and explain each word or phrase…plus a humorous picture clue that ensures students’ comprehension. All 3 sets (total of 120 cards), each with an activity guide. The cards measure 7” x 9”.

**49.95**

**LL401 • Understanding Misused Words**
Set includes 40 teaching cards. **19.95**

**LL402 • Understanding Homographs**
Set includes 40 teaching cards. **19.95**

**LL403 • Understanding Similes & Metaphors**
Set includes 40 teaching cards. **19.95**

**Grade Level 3 4 5**

**HH316 • READY-TO-GO VOCABULARY STATION**
Give students the practice they need to master 10 new vocabulary words at a time…with fun-filled activities they can complete again & again! Our skill-building station includes 8 different activity folders that provide game-style practice with any vocabulary words you choose—from any subject area. Simply write the words you want students to practice on the write & wipe display board…then students grab a folder and follow the simple instructions to complete the activity on their own or with a partner. Set comes in an 11 ¼” tabbed box.

**49.95**

8 different activities designed to reinforce any 10 vocabulary words you choose!
**Language Standards**

**Knowledge of Language / Vocabulary Acquisition and Use**

**L.CCR.1–L.CCR.6**

---

**RR599 • VOCABULARY BUILDING FLIP BOOKS**

Our fun-to-use flip books help students build tons of essential vocabulary skills—from forming words with prefixes & suffixes to identifying synonym & antonym pairs! Perfect for use in writing centers, independent vocabulary practice & more, our big set includes 33 color-coded flip books covering 5 key vocabulary skills. Students simply flip the pages to match, build and define over 200 words—and make them their own! Spiral-bound flip books come in a tabbed storage box; each book is $2\frac{3}{4}$" x $6\frac{1}{4}$".

33 different flip books provide practice with over 200 words!

**HH197 • Grades 1-2**

**HH198 • Grades 3-4**

**HH199 • Grades 5-6**

---

**WORD-OF-THE-WEEK VOCABULARY CENTERS**

Our skill-building centers make it easy to introduce new vocabulary—one word at a time! Each center comes with a ready-to-use flip chart featuring 50 level-appropriate vocabulary words, all with clear definitions, helpful sample sentences & a simple exercise to ensure students’ understanding. Plus, each center includes 5 reproducible activities—one for every day of the week—so students get the daily practice they need to explore the words in depth & really make them their own! Centers are $9\frac{1}{2}$" x $11\frac{3}{4}$" x $12\frac{5}{8}$"; charts have 25 double-sided pages.

---

*For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “Safety Key,” see the table of contents.*